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Schlegel garners 
executive duties 
by Meg Savage and 
Jodie Solchak 
News Reporters 
After one year at John Carroll 
as academic vice president. Rev. 
John P. Schlegel, S.J., assumed 
this year theposition of executive 
vice president. taking on additional 
administrative responsibilites. 
"The jurisdiction is different. 
I'm basically in charge of every-
thing internal of the University," 
said Schlegel. 
expansion of the dining facilities 
in the Student Activities Center. 
Another important physical aspect 
of the university whtch concerns 
Schlegel is the continued improve-
mentofthequality of resident life. 
Academically, he would like 
to see a revision of the Honors 
Program. noting that the program 
is not being utilized to its full 
potential. Presently, there is a 
commiuee working on reshaping 
the program. 
In addition to his administra-
tive duties, Schlegel also teaches 
a class in Latin American politics. 
He said that teaching helps him 
keep in touch with the students on 
a personal level 
These two JCU students are going all out for their res~tive intramural flag football team 
A few of his responsibilities 
will include grading policies, 
graduation requirements, faculty 
hiring, salaries, and parking. Some 
improvements in the university 
tha.tFr.Schlegelisoptimisticabout 
are the completion of the resur-
facing of Wasmer Field and lhe 
"I'm nota disciplinarian, but if 
I see someone cutting across the 
quad, I'll pull them off and we'll 
talk," he said. 
as plaJofllloola ai'OWid &M cwaer. .,.....,a.tt.....,. 
Celebration of. a Decade: Carroll suffers freshntan death Homecoming '89 
by Sue Zurkovski 
Assistant News Editor 
Karla Marie Dyke, a freshman 
at John Carroll University, died 
Sundaywhenshewasthrown from 
a horse while riding at Greystone 
Farm in Vermilion. 
Dyke was horseback riding 
with her sister Lorianne, a junior 
at John Carroll, when the accident 
occurred. She suffered a severe 
head injury when her head hit the 
ground after the helmet she had 
been wearing became dislodged. 
According to her mother, Judge 
Ann Dyke of the Ohio Court of 
Appeals, Dyke was rushed to 
Lorain Community Hospital, then 
flown by helicopter to the Cleve-
land Clinic. She underwent sur-
gery early Sunday morning, but 
died later that afternoon. 
Dyke, a resident of Bay Vil-
lage, was a 1989 graduate of 
Magnificat High School where she 
was a member of the National 
Honor Society and the Student 
Council. 
"Karla was planning to major 
in communications or English," 
said Kathleen Woidke, a friend of 
Dyke's and a freshman here at 
John Carroll. "She was quiet, but 
everyone liked her." 
"It's been hitting the floor re-
ally hard," said Mary Mahoney, 
Dyke's RAin MiJior Hall. "I have 
the loudest floor in the dorm, but 
noweverything'squiet Hcrroom-
mates are doing well considering 
the situation." 
Dyke is survived by her mother, 
sister, a brother, John and grand-
mother Elizabeth A. Kirchner. Her 
father was the late Theodore Dyke. 
A funeral Mass was held this 
morning for Dyke at Cleveland's 
St. John Cathedral. She will be 
buried at All Souls Cemetery. 
Chardon. 
. " • · ........ •:Y.-..:·•.:. 
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by Della Thacker, News Reporter 
Homecoming Week 1989, sponsored in pan by the Student Union, 
IXYs, and the Alumni Association, will feature several pre-game 
events, leading up to the Blue Streaks vs. the Ouerbein Cardinals game 
at2 p.m. on Saturday. 
The celebration will begin tonight with "A Party in the Park" starting 
at 4 p.m. on the Atrium steps. featuring John Salamon playing classic 
oldies and contemporary rock. The Comedy Troupe from Michigan, 
will perform at8:30 p.m. in the Inn Between. 
Faculty and Senior Happy Hour in the Wolf and Pot will feature the 
Earl Rays from 3to 5:30p.m. on Friday. Seniors and alumni may also 
enjoy an Alumni Welcome Back Party in the cafeteria from 8 p.m. to 
2 a.m. Seniors are reminded to pick up their invitations in the Alumni 
Office for admission to the pany.ln addition, a bonfare and pep rally 
will be held at 8:30p.m. 
On Saturday, JCU will take on Muskingurn in soccer at9 a.m. on 
the Library front lawn. 
Due to cons1.ruction on Wasmer Field, the Homecoming game will 
be held at Brush High School in Lyndhurst, located at the intersection 
of Evanston and Mayfield Rds. Since the game is at a different field, no 
tailgating will be permitted. ShuUle buses will leave the Belvoir 
see Homecoming '89, pg. 5 
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Lack of communication a two way street 
On September 17, the Plain 
Dealtr reported the departure of 
Rev. Michael Lavelle, S.J. Presi-
dent of John Carroll University, 
for Czechoslavakia. lavelle left 
oo present an honorary degree lO 
Cardinal Frantisek Tomasek, 
Roman Catholic primate of com-
munist Czechoslovakia. 
It would be great to say that 
Lavelle left Carroll's campus 
amidst a revelry of fanfare and 
farwells, but that was not the case. 
His trip was known oo few of the 
members of the Carroll commu-
nity. An event of such importance 
should have been publicized. 
Wherein lies the problem? 
Granted, Lavelle announced at the 
May graduation that the degree 
would eventually be conferred to 
the Cardinal. But the only people 
who heard the announcement wece 
graduates and attendees. Granted, 
Lavelle attempted repeatedly lO 
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contact the Carroll News office 
the day he left for Czechoslova-
tcia. Buthisattemptsoorespondto 
CN inquires about the trip were 
prompted only by early morning 
phone calls oo his office by a CN 
staff member. 
Communication between the 
President, Administration, and the 
Student Body was prevented be-
cause of a lack: of preparation and 
foresighL Therein lies the prob-
lem. 
This is not the first time that the 
University has had a lack of com-
munication cause confusion. 
Remember in March of 1986 
when the Academic Senate- the 
precusor lO the faculty forum-rec-
ommended that the plus/minus 
system be put into effect? 
A swdent poll had been taken 
that year and students were in favor 
of the change. Former president 
of the university, Rev. Thomas P. 
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O'Malley, S.J. accepted the rec-
ommendation and decided oo put 
the new system into effect the fall 
of the 1987-1988 school year. 
Changes in the administration 
computer system delayed implem-
entation until last fall. The ad-
minisuation was correct in poll-
ing the student body for their reac-
tion in 1986 but failed lO realize 
that most of the students who re-
sponded would have graduated by 
the time the system was put inoo 
effecL 
President Lavelle and fonner 
PresidentO'Malleywereopposed 
to the system but accepted the rec-
ommendation of the Academic 
Senate. Because the original vote 
concerning the grading system 
change was so close, the entire 
faculty was polled on the idea. It 
wasn'tuntil 1,250sbldentssigned 
a petition calling for the revoca-
tion of the system that student 
opinion was taken into considera-
tion. 
It is understandable that cer-
tain issues will cause conflict be-
tween the administration and the 
student body, but the effect can be 
lessened if all members of John 
Carroll work towards better com-
munication. 
One possibility would be re-
evaluation of the faculty forum. 
According lO one faculty mem-
bet,au.endanceatthe forumrepre-
sentsabouthalfofallfacultymem-
bers. This creates a great gap in 
the communication chain between 
faculty and adminisuation. 
A faculty quorum is needed to 
make a decision and without it, a 
motion passes right to the Aca-
demic Vice-President's offiCe. 
From there a recommendation is 
made lO the president who in tw1l 
makes the final decision. There is 
no official student representation 
whatsoever in the proceedings. 
A forum representitive of the 
administration, faculty and sw-
dents would be an ideal situation. 
Meeting bi-monthly on a regular 
basiswouldallowauendeesample 
time to prepare and introduce is-
sues of concern lO all. The least 
result would be an increased 
amount of information. This, in 
itself, would be a great benefit to 
the Carrott community. 
The idea would be that deci-
sions would be made with the sure 
knowledgelhateveryoneinvolved 
had been consulted. 
The adminisuation, faculty, 
and students of John Carroll should 
not be looked upon as different 
.. levels" of the university. Rather 
it should be realized that OUT pri-
mary concern is working oogether 
lO improve all aspects of the uni-
versity. 
A Fever Worth Catching 
The bestkeptsecreton campus-or, in this case, 
off- is the John Carroll Blue Streak football team. 
5-0! 
If anything can be said about the JCU football team, 
they have overcome much adversity. 
This is precisely why theydeservethefull support 
of the JCU student body. Such a record should have the campus buzzing 
about post-season possibilities. However, Football 
fever bas not gripped the Carroll campus. 
Part of the blame can be attributed to the locales 
of t11e home games. Due to lhe Wasmer field fiasco, 
Lakewood High School was the sight of the first 
"home" game. This was not tremendously conven-
ient nor close for JCU students, except for Cleveland 
west-siders who made the game pan of a weekend 
visit at home. Although the turnout was decent, the 
number of John CarroU fans there did not equal that 
of Wasmer Field crowds. In fact, only l ,250 showed 
up for the game, and a good portion represented 
Ohio Northern. 
But the blame cannot be placed on the team itself. 
This is not a case where the team is 0-5, and wouldn't 
have drawn much of a crowd anyway. This is one of 
the best teams in Division Ill. 
They deserve the support of the John Carroll com-
munity. 
Put this team anywhere and they will win, like on 
theroad.JustaskBuffalo,Kenyon,Muskingum,and 
Marietta. 
Put them under the lights, and 
they will win. Just ask Marietta. 
Put them on foreign turf for a 
"home" game, and they'll win. 
just ask Ohio Northern. 
The student body will get a chance to show their 
support S81Urday. 
The game will be played at Brush HigtrScfl<YOI:11 
mere I 0- I 5 minuLC car ride. The opponent will be 
Otterbein College. The occasion is the 1989 Home-
corning Game. This occasion will bring back plenty 
of alumni. The free offer is shuttle rides to and from 
the game. 
There should be no excuse not to go. 
Sure. mistakes were made. It may have been a 
lousy choice of field contractors. It may be unfair not 
to have tailgaters because of the field situation. It 
may be inconvenient for those without cars not to be 
able to have easy access lO their own school's foot-
ballgames. Butdon'tl.akeitouton the football team. 
Anyway you cut it, Brush High School is as close 
as the John Carroll football team is going to get lO 
home. 
The JCU student body should do its pan to make 
them feel welcome. 
DIRECTIONS TO THE JCU 
HOMECOMING GAME 
~ B!tJJ§IJ 
c: 
• > 
w 
Put them behind in the fourth 
quarter, ask them to come back, 
and they'll win. Just ask Buffalo 
and Marietta. 
Mayfield Road 
--------~ .......... ~ ........ .-----------
________ i _______ c_._d•_,~l_R_oa_d ________________ __ Without the benefit of a true home game, the Streaks have 
racked up five consecutive wins. 
CD 
I'JCU 
6 
a: 
· To get to the field from JCU, head north on Belvoir Boulevard. 
Turn right on Mayfield Road. Ta~e Mayfield past Green Road to 
Evanston. Turplt(t.on Evpn~~; ~e road goes right into Brus-
Uie.tt s~.· - · -· · 0 • • • ~ • • • - • 
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Bush offered hot air at education summit: 
by John Heckman, Forum Writer 
Last week, when PresideotB ush called lOg ether the na-
tion's governors, it marked l.be third time in United States 
history that such a convention occurred-but the so-caJled 
education summit was anything but a historical event. 
Another"new" idea is fDallocatemore money for Head-
start programs. Educators have been asking for govern-
ment funds for this program for years, showing evidence 
that Headstart programs reduce the dropout rate by provid-
ing early intervention. Their pleas are still falling upon 
deaf ears as the dropout rates soar nationwide. 
students' learning has been a topic of debate for years. 
Bush'sdiscussionofitismerelyacontinuationofl.besame 
debate, with no new insights infO the issue. 
All this talk by the president is nothing more than that: 
talk. There are no concrete proposals or specific ideas for 
reforms. Once l.bese reforms are decided by the president, 
he will wash h.is hands of the matter and once again it will 
be up to l.be state governors to implement the plans. Th.is 
is no less than what the states are doing now. 
With many calling for refonnsandageneraloverhaul of 
the nation's educational system, Bush offered nothing 
more l.ban rehashed rhetoric that has been circulating for 
years. 
Some of the president's "new" ideas included the con-
cept of choice. The premise here is that parents and 
students should have the opportunity to choose which 
public school lO attend. 
, , ~/!.O.f£fhis .sqmir)]f'~ii~Htsf 
, }:{s_fil/D~·th~,Pr*'s{qenf's_ { 
~'1fltlbl~q;,:_re1qt19~~,stafi1t~'" e 
't ~ · , r:'rl(eJ;~ o:fi!!Ji~qs t11Jt · 
What this summit will do is allow the president's public 
relations staff to refer to him as the Education President 
Surely this will help gather re-elections votes in 1992. 
In order to improve this nation's educational system 
there must be more than just money to alliviate the prob-
lem. Parents, teachers, politicians and the business com-
munity must get involved beforeanythingelsecan be clone. 
States have increased funding of schools every year but 
problems still remain. 
: t4lE,q(!ciitlot}; -p~esldJ?.P.ft~rt~e This same idea was brought to America's attention in the 1970s by the National Institute for Education. Alum Rock School District in San Jose, California was the only 
school system to ever fall into this trap and it met with utter 
chaos. 
Enormous transportation costs would be incurred, as 
well as administration problems. economic segregation 
and the dismantling of some athletic programs. 
Still, Minnesota public schools have already instituted 
this choice program and are sure to meet with disaster. In 
any case, this suggestion by Bush is hardly innovative or 
intelligent It is basically borrowed. 
We have known that American students have been 
inferior fD international students as a whole ever since the 
Japanese began bombarding our shores with imports. 
Becoming more competitive with these international stu-
dents is not a brilliant idea but a necessary one. 
As il stands now, the education summit provided Bush 
with a great opportunity fD boost his image in the eyes of 
voting Americans. Until something more than promises 
are made, our public school system will remain in the dark 
ages. 
Also the idea that adult illiteracy is a national problem 
is nothing new to most American ears. 
Ambitious performance goals are not enough, George. 
Where's the Beef? 
Lastly, the idea that teachers should be responsible for Heckman, a senior, is a cofNI1UIIication major. 
JCU needs a Veteran's Administration department 
by Wells Werden 
Staff Writer 
ear to this small but important 
group. 
Many larger universities main-
An Army recruiting commer- tain full offices to deal with vet-
cia! shows a young soldierreceiv- eran 's affairs. At Carroll, this job 
ing an acceptance letter from a is dumped on Lhe registrar, Kath-
university. "Wo•reholdingaplace JeenDiPrlnco. 
for you in our freshman class," he Although DiFranco is knowl-
excitedly reads. If this soldier edgeable in dealing with the Vet-
were planning to attend John eran's Administration. her other 
Carroll University, however, he duties as registrar take up the 
would unfortunately find that he majority of her time. The Univer-
would gain very little help from sity leaves veterns fD their own 
his service record in dealing with devices in finding out what bene-
university policies and adminis- fits are available fD them. 
trators. Carroll also operates a large 
Our university has a problem military science department to-
handling veteran's affairs. cated in theRecplex. The military 
Simply stated, Carroll has no science department oversees 
set policy to aid veterans. Noth- ROTC training, but rarely inter-
ing is done to make a vetern's venes in the area of veteran's af .. 
transition from the military tO the fairs. Capt Ed Shriver of the mili-
academic world easier. They are tary science department outlined 
likely to have problems with fi.. some of the ROTC benefits for 
nancial benefits, housing, and vets. 
adjustingtothelessstructuredlife TheMontgomeryG.l.Billpro-
of a student Carroll turns ut~_vi9~.L$J4Q a month fPJ vets en-
20°/o discount on 
student haircuts 
... everyday lwnh~JCUID 
3239 Warrensville Ctr. Rd. - just before VanAken 
Only seven minutes from campus! 
the hair 
happening 
921-8181 
rolled in ROTC. Veterans can 
join the ROTC program in their 
sophomore year instead of junior 
year. ROTC also otters a supeod 
of $100 a month Lo anyone ac-
Lively enrolled iJ) Lhe progQm. 
Capt Shriver said that lhe ROTC 
office is designed to aid veterans 
who are interested in continuing 
their military careers. 
"A veteranisasoldieralready," 
Shriver said, "we're here to make 
them officers." 
Capt Shriver agreed that the 
military science department does 
not handle veteran's concerns per 
se, but be recommends that v~ 
attending Carroll check in with 
the department. 
"We may not have the answers 
on hand, but we have access to the 
telephone numbers of offices 
where we can get more infonna-
tion," he said. 
In response fD a letter sent by 
this writer to the Rev. Micheal J. 
Lavelle. S .J ., presid.ent Qf the uni-
versity. concerning the handling 
of veteran's affairs, W. D. 
Bookwalter, vice president and 
asSIStant LO tne pres1dent, wrote, 
"lndecd, veteran's affairs at Car-
roll may be desecv4l& o some 
examination and reform. We 
promise to look into the matter 
carefully in the near future." 
That the university acknowl· 
edges there may be a problem is 
only the first step. The next would 
be to adopt some proposals for 
how to deal with the issue. 
Several simple measures could 
be taken to aid vets at Carroll: 
print up a handbook on veteran's 
policies and benefits, work out an 
alternative tuition payment sched-
ule for vets that coincides with 
VA education payments, and hire 
a full time administra10r whose 
responsibility it would be to act as 
a point of contact in handling 
veteran's affairs. 
Veterans may be a select small 
.IUQUD of students on our campus, 
~ I 134J3 CEDAR qrall e C ATTAYLOR ~J CLEVE. HTS 
2ND GENERATION 932-0603 
Alternative 
Rock Night 
Alternative 
Rock Night 
Alternative 
Rock Night 
Watch Monday Night Football -- free hot dogs 
~ l.lon ·Sell. 3 00 p.rn ·2 JO ,J 1n =· am sUI. 1.oo pIT . 2 30 Cllll 
but they offer a variety of personal 
experiences different from those 
of ordinary students. With Car-
roll'sexpandingstudembody , the 
needs of all groups, no mau.crhow 
small, can vg,-
looted. 
W uden, a senior, is a commu-
nications maior 
America's 
No.1 
Study Aid!! 
GET TWO 1 o• 
CHEESE PI ZZRS 
-ADDITIONAL 
TOPPINGS $.99 
381-5555 
1982 Warrensville Ctr. 
One offer per pizza. Our 
drivers carry less than $20. 
Limited delivery area. V 
on original pizza only. 
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Elderly refugees struggle to learn English 
by Sh~non Place, Forum Editor 
'l'b.ete is a special segment of our society 
facing a very unique and frightening di-
lemma. They are the elderly refugees who 
bave fled and are stiJJ fleeing 10 the United 
Swcs, running from poverty, persecution 
and the lhreal of death. 
As refugees, they face the problems of 
culture shock, unemployment and separa-
tion from family and friends. As elderly, 
they must cope with failing health and a 
culture that views the aged as cast-aways. 
But as elderly refugees, they face a very 
un1que challenge-the English language. 
Not knowing the English language in 
the American culture threatens their very 
ability 10 survive. They are unable 10 ac-
quire and understand information essential 
10 obtaining what are so often considered 
staples in our culture, such as bank. ac-
counts, credit lines, health care and public 
transportation. 
dren and grandchildren to teach them about centraLe weU and stifles the desire to learn. 
their new society. 
Younger refugees are thrown head ftrst 
into the American culture and learn English 
fairly readily. The elderly, however, have 
barriers 10 learning English that younger 
refugees escape. 
Finally. doubt in their ability to learn the 
language crea1eS the greateSt obstacle to 
learning. There is no research evidence 
which suggests that older adults cannot 
learn another language, yet doubt unfortu-
nately plagues many elder refugees, and in 
:: k ; .• despit~ the success stori~~ of 
:ft~ese programs ana~othersllf>,e them, 
~ngage~ammgpro.gromswr 
elderly refugees have been limited. 
One of these is poorer physical health. 
The decline in physical health that naturally 
accompanies age is coupled with having 
gone much of their lives with lillle or no 
professional medical care, causing many 10 
some cases it is shared by the teachers as 
well. 
English to elderly refugees-1t provides 
college students with a chance for cross-
cultural learning and community service. 
Since 1986, over 500 elderly refugees and 
students have participated in Project LEIF. 
Another program developed in New 
Yorlc by the Department for the Aging, 
targets older Hispanics. The Department, 
in cooperation with local community col-
leges, designed courses to teach elderly 
Hispanics English and began offering them 
free of charge at local senior centers. To 
date, 400 older Hispanics, ranging in age 
from 60 to 82, have profited from the New 
York based program. 
Unaware of their rights as citizens, they • suffer the residual effects of illnesses that 
live with discrimination and the fear of went untreated. 
There are a few programs which have 
been developed to aid the elderly refugee 
population with language learning. One 
such program, Project LEIF (Learning 
English Through lntergenerational Friend-
ship), utilizes college-age Ultors to teach 
older adult refugees. 
But, despite the success stories of these 
programs and others like them, language 
learning programs for elderly refugees have 
been limited. Much more needs to be done 
to help this very special portion of our 
population. More cities must become aware 
of the needs of older refugees and need to 
implement programs to ease their transition 
into our culture. 
They come looking ((X' refuge--we need 
to help them fmd it By giving them our 
language, we give them the footing they 
need to stand on their own and feel at home. 
being the victims of crime. 
Within their own families, the elderly 
are reduced from a position of authority and 
respect 10 one of dependence on their chil-
Depression is very common in the refu-
gee elderly population, making poor men-
tal health a second significant barrier to 
learning English. It limits the ability to con- The program does more than teach Place, a senior, is an English major. 
Stereotypes unjustified 
in any context 
The Sept. 28 edition of The 
Carroll News contained an article 
written by Beth Weiland entitled 
"Racial complaint unjustified." 
The article concerned two edito-
rial cartoons which ran in The 
Plain Dealer. 
The first cartoon, aimed at 
George Forbes, sported a stere-
otyped "Aunt Jemima" black 
woman that raised cries of protest 
from the Forbes camp and other 
protestors. The second cartoon, 
displaying a heavy Jewish woman 
with a large nose, which Weiland 
admits is a stereotype, went largely 
unnoticed. Weiland suggests that 
in light of the absence of protest 
regarding the second cartoon, 
"Maybe there rcaJly was no ra-
cism to begin with." 
The logic involved in this state-
ment is not only comical, it is 
dangerous. StereotypeS are at the 
heart of racism. They are what 
make all Jewish people misers, all 
black people look alike, and all 
Italians members of the Mafta. 
They are what makes a black friend 
ofminethetargetofhostilitywhen 
he walks into Slavic Village or 
Little Italy simply because he is 
"one of them." 
The fact of the matter is that the 
PD was wrong in printing stere-
otyped images, especially an 
image of blacks reminiscent of 
Civil War days. Both cartoons are 
racially offensive from the stand-
point that blacks and Jews were 
generalized unnecessarily. 
Why aren't the white people in 
PD cartoons periodically stere-
otypedas hillbillies, elderly people 
as senile, or teenagers as hood-
lums? Because these would be 
just as unnecessary and just as 
dangerous. There IS no reason 
why such stereotyping should be 
justified on the basis of lack of 
protest because both cartoons 
should have been protested. 
Near the end of her article, 
Weiland states: "No one likes to 
see his racial or ethnic group con-
ventionalized or trivialized but 
sometimes, as in the case of an 
editorial cartoon, it is necessary 10 
create a setting for conveying an 
idea." 
IN THE FlATS 
Ethnic groups should never be 
trivialized. The cartOOns would 
have been just as effective with 
less stereotypical images. Why 
not simply put a yarmulke on the 
Jewish man in the cartoon to show 
he is Jewish? 1 087 OLD RIVER ROAD 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44113 
> < 
"The point." Weiland writes, 
"as in any good joke, was in the 
punch line." I am not laughing. 
PaulRepasy 
Senior 
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Accounting critic featured in series 
Dr. Abraham J. Briloff, distin-
guished Professor Emeritus of 
Accountancy at the Baruch col-
lege, City University of New York, 
will address "Society and Ac-
countancy: A Covenant Dese-
crated" at John Carroll Univer-
sity. The address, a part of JCU's 
BP America Series, will be held 
on Oct. 16, Kulas Auditorium, at 
8 p.m. following a business com-
munity open house of the uni ver-
sity's new and renovated School 
of Business facilities. 
Briloffis an outspOken critic of 
the accounting professions self-
regulation mechanism. On anum-
ber of occasions, he was invited to 
testify before the committees of 
the U.S. Congress on matters re-
lating to accountancy. 
Briloff received his under-
graduate and master's degrees 
from City College in New York, 
and his doctorate from New York 
University. A practicing Certified 
Public Accountant since 1942, he 
bas received many honors, among 
them the Financial Analysis Fed-
eration's Graham and Dodd 
Award for articles which appeared 
in theFiiUlllcia/ Analysts Journal, 
and an honorary doctor of Hu-
mane Letters from the State Uni-
versity of New York at Binghamp-
ton. 
He has given numerous lec-
member of New York State Soci-
ety of CPA's, the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of 
Science, lhe American Institute of 
CPA'sandtheAmericanAccount-
tures and is the author of scores of ing Association. 
articles and severaJ books. He is a 
Haggerty injured in 
tragic rugby accident 
by Tim Forrestol 
News Editor 
Last Saturday Brian Haggerty, 
a senior rugby player, was seri-
ously injured during a match 
against the University of Cincin-
nati Law School's rugby team in 
Cincinnati. After being rushed to 
the University of Cincinnati Hos-
pital, it was determined that 
Haggerty bad broken his neck 
between the fourth and fifth verte-
brae. 
A three hour operation on 
Tuesday, in which a bone was 
taken from Haggerty's hip and 
fused with the fourth and fifth 
vertebrae, was successful accord-
ing to Brian's father, Jim Haggerty 
who spoke with Joe Farrell, dean 
of swdents, on Tuesday. Mr. 
Haggerty said Brian would "mi-
raculously" be on his feet by 
Thursday (today) and back home 
in Chicago by next Thursday. 
"I have always known Brian to 
be a tough, hard fighting kid and if 
anyone can come through this he 
can," said FarreU. "I will not be 
at all surprised to see him back at 
Carroll before lhe end of the 
month." 
Farrell also explained that Brian 
is presently experiencing some 
paralysis as a result of the injury 
and will not be able to participate 
in any sports. 
:Freshman 
~j{ective 
Wee~nd 
Contact: Jenn Crockg,tt at 371-9171 
or 
:t(risty ~[[y at 397-5018 
or 
Campus %inistry at 397-4717 
Homecoming '89 
continued from pg. 1 
parking lot for the footbaJJ game 
from 12 noon to 1 :30 p.m. 
At halftime, the Homecoming 
King and Queen will be announced 
and lhe 1989 HaJJ of Fame induc-
tees will be recognized as well. A 
post-game victory party will be 
held in the Alumni Reception Tent 
in the parking lot for senior stu-
dents only. 
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"I would encourage students to 
come out and cheer the Blue 
Streakson,"said Gary Ritter, Sw-
dent Union president "They're 5-
0 for the first Lime in 35 years. It 
will be an exciting game." 
TheHomecomingdance, Cele-
bration of a Decade, will be held 
from 9 p.m. to l a.m. Saturday in 
the Grand Ballroom of lhe Days 
Inn with cocktails at 7 p.m., and 
dinner at8 p.m. 
for good skiers available to teach 
r.-;;;:;::~~~~~;;:.=;~:-;:::~ beginner lessons late afternoons 
in January. Phone 467-8198 
(Cleve.) or 650-9219 (Akron) . 
SPRING BREAK 1990 
1------------1 Individual or student organiza-
tions needed to promote our 
spring break trips. Earn money, 
free trips, and valuable work 
experience. APPLY NOW. 
Call Intercampus Programs 
1-800-327-6013. 
VEillCLES from $100. Fords, 
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. 
Surplus Buyers Guide. 1-602-
838-8885 Ext. A 8160. 
WORKING YOUR WAY 
COLLEGE? DO 
OU NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
ComEany, Lhe friemll)l 
warriiro ne1P you! We are 
looking for motivated people 
who are interested in giving 
superior customer service. We 
. competitive wages, 
flexible hours, discounts, and 
friendly co-workers. We invite 
you to apply at our University 
Heights store, Monday through 
Friday 10-6. Equal opportunity 
uer Needed: Occasional 
and Saturdays. Two 
!-behaved girls, 6 & 9. Call 
noons/evenings 382-7924. 
Pan time position 
Dedicared individual to 
perform various functions of a 
small service business. Respon-
sibilities mclude pickup and 
delivery light assembly work. 
costumes interface. Must have 
own car. F\cxib\c hours. Suut-iQ,.,.,., 4GO'pef11oar.,..,. 
commission. Good gross 
opportunity. Call83 1-8883. 
Would like to offer Discover 
credit cards? Arc you available 
for only a few hours/week? If 
so. call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 24. 
We'll pay you as much as $10/ 
hour. Only 10 positions avail-
able. 
THINK SPRING - Out-going? 
Well-organized? Promote & 
Escort our A...ORIDA SPRING 
BREAK trip. GOOD PAY & 
FUN. Call Campus Marketing. 
1-800-423-5264. 
Roommate needed to share 
South Euclid house. Close to 
JCU. $280 a monlh plus 1(2. 
utilities. Leave message at 382-
5945. 
ATTENTION- HIRING! 
Government jobs - your area. 
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-
838-8885. ExtR8160. 
A FREE GIFf JUST FOR 
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP 
TO $1.700.00 IN ONLY TEN 
1------------l DAYS!!! Student groups, 
, .......... ~ .•.. family seeks babysitter fraternities, and sororities 
for two girls, ages 4 & 6. Please needed for marketing project oo 
Sara Cannell 283_5162. campus. For details and a FREE ~.=::..::...:..:.:....:..----------l GIFT, group officer call 1-800-
Ski Instructor training available 950-8472 exl. 20. 
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The Stones Roll Through Cleveland 
by Cosey McEvoy, Assistant Campus Ufe Editor 
On Tuesday and Wednesday of last week 75 John 
Carroll students were "beasts of burden" for Mick Jagger 
and the Rolling Stones. Thescstudentsset up chairs for the 
concen in exchange for free concert tickets. Whether or 
not they got •satisfaction" remains to be seen. 
After the event, all parties concerned felt that the op-
eration was a success. The general con census of the stu-
Most of the participants were enthusiastic about la-
boring for the tickets only because of the fact !hat it was 
for the RollingS tones. "Well ,I wouldn't have done it for 
Bon Jovi," one sophomore commented. 
Belkin Productions, the entertainment agency wttich 
coordinated the Rolling Stones tour, contacted Lisa Heck-
man in August and proposed the idea that students could 
work for Belkin in exchange for free tickets. Heckman, di-
rector of student activities at Carroll, made a verbal con-
tract with Belkin which stipulated that students must set up 
chairs for six hours before and take down chairs for three 
hours after the concen. 
"It was hard work, but 
it was worth it because it 
was a once in a a life-
time experience. " 
--Dave Betush 
Others received a different son of satisfaction from 
the experience. 
"I thought it was for a good cause because the money 
which we would have earned for the labor was donated 
to the United Way Foundation," said senior Dean Lu-
cente. 
The operation was made as easy and as comfortable 
for the students as possible. Transportation was pro-
vided to and from the stadium and dinner was given to all 
participants. 
"I thought that the whole thing went really well. 
In return for this service, Belkin agreed that they would 
provide the 75 volunteerS with free Rolling Stones tickets 
and also contribute a generous sum to John Carroll's 
annual Dance Marathon. 
It wasHeclcman'sideathatstudentsshould be obligated 
to sign a binding contract prior to the concert date. This was 
to ensure reliability on the part of the students. 
dents who participated, however, was that they would 
not undertake such a chore again. The most difficult 
pan of the arrangement seemed to be taking down chairs 
after the concert. 
There was only one person out of the whole group who 
failed to show up. Everyone was very responsible and 
they 1i ved up to their obligations," said Patrick Palleschi, 
the student coordinator. 
Belkin was pleased with theCarrollstudent'spartici-
pation. It is possible that they will contact John Carroll 
in the future for other shows. Stacey Harper, Production 
Coordinator for Belkin Productions said, "If the oppor-
tunity arises we would like to incorporate John Carroll 
into our projects again." 
"I really wanted the students to enjoy themselves, but I 
was also nervous. I had to ensure that everything ran 
smoothly because now John Carroll was responsible for 
this element of the production," said Heckman. 
"It was hard work, but it was wonh it because it was 
a once in a lifetime experience," said sophomore Dave 
Betush. 
THE SEARCH IS NOW ON! 
1990 MISS OHIO USA® PAGEANT 
NO PERFORMINO TAJ..Ern REO<JIRED 
...-------. If you art an applicant who quannes and are 
u..n.-..-o 
ftfi.Js Ohio OSA .. 
betw~n th~ ages of 17 and under 25 by 
February I. 1990. never married and at least a 
s•x month resident of Ohio, thus college dorm 
students are ellg1ble. you could be Ohlo·s 
repre~ntat1vr at the CSS.natronally televi$ed 
Miss OSA• Pag~ant •n February to compete lor 
o• er 5200,000 m cash and prizes. 1M MISS Oh10 
OSA• Pagt4ntlor 1990 w•ll be p~nted in t~ 
Grand &llroom ol the Marriott Nonh Hot~l m 
Columbus Ohio. No•ember 24. 25 and 26, 
1989 The new Moss Oh1o USAf' . along "'ith ~r 
expen~ pa1d tnp to compete on the CBS. 
nationally tel~vlsed Miss OSA* Pageant "'ill 
rec:eove o11er 52.000 10 cash among her many 
prires All guts Interested In compet.ng lor the 
title mu~t write to 
1990 MI .. Ohio USA" Pageant 
cJo Tri·State Headquarters • Dept. CA. 
347 locuat Avenue. Waahlngton. PA 1~301·3399 
Tri·State Headquarters Phone Is 4121225·5343 
Application Deadline Is October 18, 1989. 
.. ~tM ,.,u,i d~ • rtt~nt .n..pshot. 
brief blognphy. •ddrus • -..1 p/K>n~ numbu 
Peace in Southern Africa Discussed 
by Nick Mlachak 
Staff Wrriter 
As a pan olthel! ongomg el-
fon to awaken students' interests 
in world-wide issues, John Car-
roll's Peace and Social Justice 
Commiteeis sponsoring a discus-
sion on Southern Africa on Wed-
nesday,October l8,at 7:30pm in 
the Jardine Room. 
The discussion will featureRo-
burt Dumas, a former State De-
partmentofficial, who is currently 
the Advisor of Southern Africa 
and Western European Affairs to 
the Office oflntcmational Justice 
and Peace. His topic will be the 
current political situation in South-
em Africa and how peace can be 
J989!fomecQming 
SciJ!dul~ p/E.,ents 
Friday; October 6 
6:30·7~30p.m.Blue/Gold 
Cocktail R«eption .in the Herb 
EisleRoom 
7:30-10:00 p.m.Hall of Fame 
Induction and Dinner in the 
Murphy Room 
8:00 _p.m.· 2;00 a.m.Alumni 
~OaNLY''. 
R OFFLED ... ATRAND~ • 
For the best in: 
Ho.ircuttfng. 
Hair Design. Penns. 
and Htghllghlfng 
ifor Men and Women) 
" "'rlt &Ad ltDter" 
Bctwcell lllay C.. tk w,l>c« 
Walk-in or call 
58!1:-6200 ~-
achieved there. 
Dumas' talk will be the second 
of a three- pan series of public fo-
rums addressing global issues. 
These discussions, open 10 stu-
dentS and the general public, are 
sponsored in pan by John Carroll, 
Notre Dame College of Ohio, 
Ursuline College, and the Com-
mission on Catholic Community 
Action. 
The current John Carroll Peace 
and Social Justice Commiuee 
consists of ten faculty members, 
who work with other local univer-
sities, and student groups here on 
campus. 
"The committee's philosophy 
is a commitment to Catholic and 
Jesuit education, therefore, peace 
and social justice should be a pan 
of campus life," says Dr. Mary K. 
Howard, coordinator of the com-
miuee. Howard also says that the 
purpose of the group is to help 
students realize there are troubles 
in different parts of the world and 
that they, although thousands of 
miles away, can contribute to 
world peace. 
All students interested in join-
ing the Peace and Social Justice 
Commitee should contact Dr. 
Howard in the History departrnen L 
The third and final discussion, 
to be held at Ursuline College in 
November will explore the tur-
moil in Central America. 
WelcomeBackParty in the theLibraryFrontLawn . 
. . _ Cafeteria -" 10:30 a.m.-12:00 o~~l~ 
,;§~.99 p~m.-<12:00 am.Alunwt ,~ «~eun.ion Committee ~~~jn 
Soecer Players Reception fu. the the Jardine Room · !%, 
Bohemia Manot U:OOa.mJohn Carroll,vs: 
8:00p.m. Bonrtre and Pep Rally Muskingum SoccetGanie 
Cot Football Team · located on the Library Front 
10:()0..11:00 p.m. Blue/Gold Lawn 
Coffee Reception in the 2:00p.m. John earrou·vs_ 
Herb Eisle Room Ouerbein FootballGame at 
Saturday, October 7 . Brush High Schqa\,..~ .· 
.:9-:00. ct,m.Eighth·Annual.Mo;~ - 5:00 p.m.Post-Game.VJ4.<>ry 
czm:tlt Ah.unn' soecerGaroo~· rany .. -.~d./t.l 
X "«·ifl l -:·'~?£f.@& 1' h £'A_, p~ .. ·J'! :~:~l!f!:. 
-' ~k-G''"' "-9 n~1u.u -~og~=. 
5:00-7:00 p.m. School oft 
Business Open House and 
Reception on located on tbe 
DaubyP.Jaza 
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Moore·s Talk Discusses Date Rape 
--------------------
by Diane Lynch becomes violent towards her. 
Sometimes she doesn' t even rec-
ognize it as rape because the man 
involvedwasherdate. Therape is 
then unre-
ported. How 
could she 
remain chaste. Many find them-
selves in a situation they are un-
prepared for. 
The monster behind the door is 
bringing intenSe psychological and 
campus and found that more than 
25 per cent of college women said 
that they had had coerced sexual 
intercourse. 50 per cent of the 
men admitted that they had forced 
sex on their 
dates. In almost 
is that while it is not a crime to get 
intoxicated, it is a crime to rape. 
Myths regarding rape are com-
mon, but we tend not to think 
about them too much. The subject 
is out of sight and out of mind. At 
least until we or someone we know 
goes through the dehumanizing 
invasion, physically and mentally. 
So we follow the rules; we watch 
out for ourselves, don't take candy 
from strangers, and look behind 
the door before turning out the 
lights. Butwedon'thavetowo:rry, 
rape only happens to girls in dark 
alleys, right? 
prove that it 
was not her 
fault, and 
that she did 
notwantitto 
happen? 
The girl's 
intuition is 
"What has to be stressed is 
that while· it is not a crime to get 
intoxicated, it is a crime to 
rape." 
all of the cases 
the woman knew 
her rapist In 
fact, sexual ag-
gression is rare 
among sr:rangers 
and common 
among acquain-
tances. The men 
were "ordinary" 
and said that they 
were doing what 
College students are demand-
ing protection from rape on col-
lege campuses. Protection has 
been realized through belter light-
ing, escon services at night, im-
proved campus police patrols, and 
courses in self defence, and pro-
grams such as Harvard's "Date. 
Rape Prevention Program." 
John Carroll's Psychology 
Club hopes to help tum on the 
lights to get rid of the monster. 
They are presenting Roland . 
Moore, the educational director of 
the Cleveland Rape Crisis Center, 
to speak on Date Rape. The pres-
entation will be held on Sunday. 
OcL 8, at 7:00p.m. AU are wel-
come and men are encouraged to 
attend. The infonnation learned 
may prevent someone you Jove 
from going through a terrible 
ordeal. 
Date rape is much more com-
mon than people realize. Due to 
unawareness however, the mon-
ster behind the door is confronting 
us before we've had a chance to 
tum on the lights. 
This type of rape happens when 
the victim initially is willing to be 
in the company of a man who then 
not un-
grounded. 
Society is 
confused by 
the conllicting messages of the 
Americandatingsystem. Women 
are supposed to be alluring enough 
to attract men and allow them to 
spend money on their food, enter-
tainment, and perhaps gifts- yet 
physical trauma to college cam-
puses. At Harvard, over the aca-
demic year, an average of 16 
females reported rape~ week-
end evening. One researcher on 
date rape sur-~yed a midwestern 
they thought they were supposed 
to do. 
Because alcohol was often re-
lated, the victim felt that she was 
to blame for not being able to stop 
theauack. Whathastobestressed 
Phi Kappa Xi Starts Recycling Project 
-------------------- in the lounge of the Bohannon and limited resources." child bum victims. Thus, theserv- bring this project to the students' 
by Julie Evans Science Center, the lounges in the PKXbecameinvolved with the ice project benefits both the global attention. Once we accomplish 
You may have wondered where Administration Building, the dorm recyclmg program as a servtce community by recycling, and l1le this, we are hoping for a tremen-
lobbies, and in the Inn Between. project because of the growing locaJ community through dona- dous response," said member Jim those funny white boxes came 
from that have popped up all over Hopefully these strategic locations environmental concern in the lions to area hospitals. Westftcld. 
will facilitate the recycling en- United States. The government Most beer and soda cm's arc PKXis.bop~ \OI C ci.vcmorc-
campos. Then again you may not deavor,andinducesrudentstoput hauecentlybeenf6cusfngonsuch made otaradtinwn. 'J'bis means boxes 1i0m Akoii soon. These 
have, but you should. Phi Kappa their cans in the boxes rather than issues as world preservation and that cans on campus are suitBble additional bolles will be placed on 
Xi, a John CarroU fraternity' has in the garbage. the efficient use of resources. for recycling. PKX is planning to each floor of each dom1. If the 
organized arecycllng drive as one 
"The recycling of aluminum Once a truckload of cans has launch an ad campaign to publi- project is a success, then the fra-
of this year's service activities. 
cans is one way in which we can been collected from the recycling cize the project. temity would like to eJtpand the The recycling boxes, which 
reduce pollution and the buildup boxes, PKX will take the load to a "Considering the fact that we program. 
came from the Alcoa company • of litter in our environment," said local flre station. just began to recycle, we have had "If this works out, I would like 
have been placed in various traffic Chris y an Blagan "Recycling al- The cans are then recycled and surprisingly good resulls. Right to move towards recycling glass 
areas on campus for easy access. .' 
Pr tl th bo 1 ted lows for the reusmg of valuable the profit is donated to centers for now the most important goal ts to and plastics also," said Westfield . 
. i.\~.f~~~~···················~-------------------------------~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
: JOHN CARROLLADHOCCOMMITTEE : 
: TOEVALUATETHELIBRARY : 
STUDENT SURVEY • • • • 
• • 
• • 
: ATTENTIONSTUDENTS : 
• • 
• • 
• A survey is presently being conducted by the Uni- • 
• • 
• versity to determine student and faculty opinion con- • 
: cerning the Grasseli Library. It is vital that students : 
: take time out to answer the questionaire and let the : 
• administration know exactly what is needed in the • 
: library. This is your opportunity to state opinons and : 
: any questions that you might have. : 
: The survey is available in Grasseli Library and the : 
• Carroll News office. Results will be printed at a • 
• • 
• later date. Please respond. • 
: Questions may be directed to Rev. J.E. Dister, : 
: S.J., Chairperson of Subcommittee A of the Ad Hoc : 
WOLFPACK BATTALION PRESENTS 
ARMY R.O.T.C. 
FALL FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE 
OCTOBER 20 - 21 
LANDNAVIGATION-PATROLLING-ASSAULT 
COURSE- INDIVIDUAL TACI1CS- FUN 
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME 
Non - Military Sc1ence students need prool of msurance 
deadline: October 13, 1989 
CONTAO': 
CPT. SHRIVER MSG. HALL • Committee to Evaluate the Library. • 
• • • • 397-4421 397-4312 
! : QUESTIONS? CONTACf JIM WESTERFIEW 371-7532 
·····························~····~--~----------------------------~ 
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Supreme Court picks docket of cases for review 
WASHINGTON (AP) • The 
Supreme Cowt, embarking on a 
tenn laced with controversial 
issues, said Monday it wiU decide 
whether police nationwide may 
use sobriety checkpoints in trying 
to curb drunken drivers. 
package designed to lure 
subsidized housing to the city's 
white neighborhoods. 
In addition to !.hat civil rights 
case, the justices are looking ahead 
to a term in which they have agreed 
to decide thorny right-of-privacy 
arguments in three abortion 
disputeS and the high court • s flfSt 
"right to die" controversy. 
damaging two nuclear missiles. 
-Agreed to decide in a 
California case whether lawyers 
who take civil rights cases on a 
contingency basis may collect a 
bigchunkoftheirclients' awards. 
the justices expanded state 
authority to make abortions harder 
to get, they also agreed to study 
disputes over abortion regulation 
in Minnesota. Ohio and Illinois. 
abortions areperfonned,to provide 
scrvicesandequipmentnowfound 
only in hospitals. The law could 
force many clinicsoutofbusiness 
and drive up r.hecostof an abortion 
by nearly $50. Laws in Minnesota and Ohio 
require doctors to notify parents 
of unmarried minors who seek an 
abortion. 
The cowt also will decide 
whether a life-sustaining tube may 
be removed from the stOmach of a 
The case accepted by the court, 
which poses the question of 
whether police officers may use 
checkpoints to spot drunken 
drivers, presents the latest test of 
strength for the cowt's newly 
solidified conservative majority. 
Michigan courts suuck down 
that state's sobriety checkpoint 
program as an unconstitutional 
invasion of privacy, but courts in 
other states have upheld virtually 
identical police tactics. 
In other matters, the court: 
-Agreed to use a Florida case 
to decide whether states may 
prohibitgrandjury witnesses from 
making public their own testimony 
once the investigation has ended. 
-Let stand the trespassing 
convictions of three people who 
attempted to hand out anti-
abortion booklets to students 
outside a Texas high school. 
On the same day last July that 
An Illinois law would require 
abortion clinics, where the 
overwhelming majority of 
Missouri woman in an irreversible 
vegetative state. 
USSR drafts censorshiP ban 
MOSCOW (AJ>) - A draft law dubbed "the 
journalist's dream" for its ban on censorship and 
secretive government has won suppon from a 
wodcing group of three legislative committees, 
Moscow News reported Wednesday. 
''Law on the Press'' to the' 'Law on Freedom of the 
Press,'' the newspapersaid.lthas been approved by 
a group of the three legislative committees on law, 
on glasnost. and on science, education and culture. 
In its usual start -of-term flurry, 
r.he cowt issued orders in more 
!.han l,OOOcases ·denying review 
to most and agreeing to study 22. 
They will be among 150 or so 
disputes to be decided by the end 
of r.he term in July. 
-Said i1 will decide whether 
the government may prohibit 
solicitmg on all Pos!al Service 
property, including the sidewalks 
adjacent to post office buildings. 
-Left intact a $278,600 libel 
award against a Pawtucket. R.I., 
newspaper by refusing to review a 
ruling that news stories may be 
libelous even if they contain no 
false statement. 
The bill includes a section ordering government 
organizations to answer questions from the press. 
They may refuse only on the grounds ~f state or 
other legaJ secrets, and reporters may appeal to the 
courts, the newspaper said. 
Although the draft says that .. censorship oftbe 
mass media is notpennitted,'' its authors clearly 
have a realistic view of imposing such a drasnc 
change on the Soviet Union. Censorship ,has 
considerably eased under President Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev, but official publications still must bear 
the censor's approval stamp before they can be 
printed. 
The court also heard arguments 
ina Yonkers, N.Y. desegregation 
case centering on four city 
councilmen who voted against a 
judge • s order to pass a legislative 
·Turned down the appeal of 
eight antiwar activists, including 
Philip and Daniel Benigan, who 
were convicted of breaking into a 
King of Prussia, Pa., plant and 
The measure supplanted a more restrictive 
version offered by the Kremlin,Moscow News said. 
The progressive paper called it ''the journalist's 
dream'' because it would Jet them • 'serve the interests 
of .society and its citizens without taking into accOunt 
the bureaucratic view of lhe world.' ' 
Already, the title has been changed from the 
Moscow News said the bill would allow only the 
prosecutor to hold up publication. A coun would 
have to rule within 12 hours whether the edition will 
be fully distributed, confiscated, or delayed for a 
specified time. it said. 
BRIEFS•NATIONAL NEWS BRIEFS•NATIONAL NEW 
r--~.......,=~ 
CHICAGO (AP) • PareniS w11J wtcld 
unprecedented power to shape public 
education in Chicago follow1ng elections 
this month that culminate sweeping refonns 
in the school system often labeled the 
nation • s worst 
OnOctll-12, voters will elect members 
to 590 local councils, which will oversee 
the city's 603 schools. 
The councils - each composed of six 
parents and five other members. including 
teachers, principals and local residents 
without schoolchildren- wiJJ have authority 
to hire and fue principals. develop school 
improvement plans and spend money. 
"It's the worst system in the country. 
Parentscan'tdoanyworsethan !.he current 
system,·' said Nonnan Hodgson, afatherof 
two and candidate for a council that will 
serve his kindergarten daughter's Northwest 
Side elementary school. 
The councils are a key element of a new 
refonn package aimed at decentralizing the 
Board of Education's powers and 
eliminatingdeep-seatedproblemsthathave 
given Chicago's schools a rcputauon as the 
nation • s worst 
Critics say the decentralization goes too 
far, putting too much power in the hands of 
those unequipped to deal with it They say 
scboolscan'tcureillsthatstem from broken 
families. 
•••••••••••• 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (AP)- A law that 
allows men to go bare-chested in public but 
puts women in jail when they do the same 
is unconstituiona.I. says a group of women 
calling for • •top free equality.'· 
TenwomenanestedJune24fordoffing 
their JopS at DunuKt Easunan beacJ't on 
Lake Ontario argued las I Tuesday in court 
that a Slate law that lets only men go bare-
chested is discriminatory and 
unconstitutional. 
The statute denies the women their 
constitutionally-guaranteed right to equal 
protection under the law. said attorney 
Sharon Kelly Sayers, who represents eight 
of the women. 
• 'This statute is a tool for police officers 
to harass and intimidate women," she said. 
"IL's a discriminatory law." 
The women were charged with exposure 
of person forrefusingtoputshirtsonwhen 
Monroe County deputies asked them to. 
"They are here only because they are 
women, doing simple everyday things that 
men are allowed to do everyday,·' said 
Jeffrey Wicks, attorney for defendant Nina 
Leibowitz. 
''The law protects sensibilities that no 
longer exist," he said. "No one was hurt. 
no one was lewd or lasc1vious. There's no 
fuss about this kind of thing anymore.' • 
•••••• •••••• 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) · Grateful 
Dead guitarist Bob Weir joined 150 high 
school students at the edge of the breezy 
San Francisco Bay to kick off an urgent 
campaign to save vanishing rain forests 
around the world. 
·'This is a global issue.' • Weir said last 
Tuesday. standing before a backdrop of 
Indonesian-style percussion musicians 
squatting on a railroad flatbed car. It was 
symbolic of "Earth Train 1990," which 
will tour the country in the spring wir.h a 
crew of youngsters and environrnen!alists. 
• 'Of alllhe issues one can get involved 
in~I think the rain forestissueistheonethat 
clearly spells doom - 1 mean for l.he entire 
planet ... if they go, we go," he said. 
The targets of the project include the 
rain forests of the Amazon, Southeast Asia, 
West Africa and Brazil. Zaire. Indonesia 
and Brazil themselves have about half the 
world's rain forests. 
Environmen!alists and enlightened 
nations worry that destruction of the 
ecologically sensitive regions could ruin 
the plane. They blame the threat on 
deforestation for cattle ranching, logging, 
road-building, agriculture and industrial 
development 
The Earth Train, which will carry more 
than 600 students, teachers and or.hers from 
around the world, will leave here April 15 
tO spread the word. 
•••• •••• •••• 
NIAGARAPALLS,Ontario(AP)-Two 
Canadian men last Wednesday became the 
first two people to ride over Niagara Falls 
together in a single barrel and the eighth 
and ninth to survive the trip, officials said. 
Peter DeBernardi of Niagara Falls and 
Jeffrey Petkovich of Ottawa suffered "very. 
very minor cuts and scrapes" during their 
ride in a 10-foot metal container over the 
176-foot Horseshoe Falls, said Constable 
David Jahns of Niagara Parks Police. 
''It felt like a roller coaster ride, falling 
straight down,'' Petkovich told the Niagara 
Falls (N.Y.) Gazette. "But with a roller 
coaster ride, youcomeroaminorstop. You 
feel it. but not as much as we did.' • 
"Why do people climb mountains?" 
DeBernardi said when asked why he did it 
• 'It was something I always wanted to do.'' 
DeBernardi also said the stunt was an 
anti-drug messageforchild!en.' 'We wanted 
to show these kids there's a lot better lhings 
for kids to do than be on the brink of dope.'' 
he said. 
The pair are the 11th and 12th people to 
go over Niagara Falls in a barrel. 
Wednesday's stunt was the first in which 
two people went over in one barrel, 
according to authorities. 
•••••••••••• 
LARAMIE, Wyo. (AP) ·Groups that 
divested their stock in companies that do 
business in South Africa hurt the blacks 
they were hoping to help, according to a 
South African official. 
ChristeiJeSlabbart,aSouth African vice 
consul based in Los Angeles, said Monday 
that divestitures approved by the University 
of Wyoming and other groups actually led 
to a worsening of conditions for blacks 
because !.here are now less jobs available 
for them. 
''In order for South Africa to become a 
healthy, prosperous nation, it needs 
investment and it needs capi!al and it needs 
... the economy to grow to keep the 
population happy and successful and 
prosperous," Slabbartsaid Monday." And 
as people and companies withdraw money 
out of the country, it leads to a horrible 
imbalance and it leads to unemployement. 
"And the most people who are 
unemployed are blacks, so blacks take the 
brunt of the divestment,'' she said. 
Slabbart. in Laramie to talk to a group 
of Republican students, did say the 
divestitures have forced South Africans to 
take a larger look at world opinion. 
The university initiated a divestiture of 
its holdings in companies that do business 
in South Africa in 1986. 
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Major decision not a minor task for 
students, but there is help 
by John Fisher 
For many students, choosing a major can be a very 
difficult decision. They can experience anxiety over 
whethe or not they are choosing the right major. Stu-
dents also worry about the job outlook is in their 
particular field of study. 
Freshmen are usually the most undecided. but 
sometimes sense indecision in the voices of upper-
classmen when they tell you their major. 
Freshman Jennifer Dahm is, like many of her class-
mates, undecided. 
" It's very frustrating," said Dahm. "I want some-
thing to work for." 
John Carroll provides many services to help stu-
dents who, like Dahm, are having trouble choosing a 
major. 
To better aid students in this process, the school 
made it mandatory for all freshmen to take standard-
ized aptitude and interest inventory surveys admini-
stered by the University Counseling Service begin-
ning last year. 
These tests are not restricted to freshmen. Any 
undergraduate can take the tests free of charge and 
receive counseling based on the test results. 
The interest inventory compares a student' s inter-
ests with those of people involved in various careers, 
while the aptitude tests point out the strengths and 
weaknesses of the individual. 
T he Academic Counseling Center also tries to help 
students fand their major by giving each sLUdcnt a 
faculty advisor. The advisor may not specialize in the 
field that the srudent fmds interesting. His or her job 
is tO assist the students in learning and finding their 
strengthsandinterests, which couldbeusedin finding 
a major. 
Martha Mackie of the Center said that there are 
several ways to discover a suitable major. First of all, 
a student should attend as many Meet Your Major 
nights as possible. These meetings help students find 
out which major sounds interesting and worth pursu-
ing. 
One should also talk to different faculty members 
to learn about their various fields. For people who 
have no idea what they want, Mackie said that she gets 
the student to find "something they enjoy studying, 
and something that they can handle; a major that is 
realistic within one's abilities." 
The lucrativity of a certain field should not be 
the first consideration either. 
"There is economic life after every major," said 
Mackie. 
Susan Generazio, Director of Placement, 
pointed out that a major is not necessarily impor-
tant to the final career pursued. 
"Pick out what you want," said Generazio. 
"Something you like to do; minor in something 
practical." 
There are many examples of alumni whose 
career is not related to their major. There is a 
psychology major who does logistics for the 
government and an English major who is an 
underwiriter for an insurance finn. 
"It doesn't make a tremendous difference un-
less you're locked into one of the professional or 
technical careers, such as Accounting or medi-
cine," said Mackie. 
Generazio went on to say that Liberal Arts is a 
good major because it can be applied to almost 
anything. 
"Liberal Arts students need to pinpoint their 
interests and abilities and match these with occu-
pations that are personally satisfying," Generazio 
said. 
Most upperclassmen seem to have chosen ma-
jors they are interested in, even though some s till 
don't know what career they want to pursue. 
Junior Julie Ma.UeychoseEnglishas heriWijOC 
because she enjoys reading and writing, although 
she doesn' t know what she wants to do with iL 
"I might go into Law School, or intO Journal-
ism," said Malley. 
Rob Taskey, a Senior Finance Major, has been 
interested in stocks and bonds since high school. 
"I plan to own Cleveland in a couple years," 
Taskey said. 
Choosing a major isn't that difficult as soon as 
the students recognize their own interests and 
abilities. With help from the University and 
Academic Counselors, as well as the various 
professors, one can fmd a major that is interesting 
and worthwhile. 
Scenes from Camp Carroll 
A loyal subject or the" King or Beers" welcomes another weekend at JCU 
9 
What class would you like to see added to 
J ohn Carroll's curriculum? 
u The collected poems 
ot Fatber Smith, 1972· 
1973, The post-Haight 
Ashbury days.'' 
c. Micbael Harris 
Junior 
~Bow to turf the 
JJall field in less' than 
··: 
two years." 
CoUeen Duffy 
Sophomore 
to build a Rodt-
n~Roll Hall of 'Fame in 
50 years or less.t• 
" Human sexuality" 
:)? 
Maura Zupon 
Junior 
. ·~The creative art of 
Marriott cooking."' 
Chad Moncber 
Sophomore 
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·sea of Love· drowns in shallow waters 
by Joe Clmpermon, Staff Reporter Of Love" drowned itself in a quagmire of incidentals. A1 Pacino played a convincing enough detective, 
Frank Keller. He, along wuh little help from his friends, 
tries to find a serial kiJier who happens 10 enjoy the time 
aged ditty, "Sea Of Love." Keller figures Lhat all the 
vicitims were poets in astnglcs section of the newspaper. 
With thegraceofBryonand the wit of sleuth, Keller tries 
10 track the femme fatale. 
feel manipulated and used, but I blew six hard earned bucks 
Lhat I could have spent on a cheap TV dinner. 
And the creme de la creme of the whole chicken pot pie 
was theinanenessofthesong "SeaofLove." Granted, Phil 
Phillips' verston was nostalgic, but what it had to do wilh 
the movie beats me. 
Sometimes when you go fishmg, you come up with a 
huge blue marhn Lhat becomes your best catch ever. Other 
timesyoucatchkelpandmaybesnagacarp. Andthenthere 
are the times when you catch an average mediocre fish that 
is neither tremendous nor terrible. So, 100, do movies go. 
"Sea Of Love" was at its best, fair, and at it's worst, time 
consuming. 
The reason for this blah perfonnance was simply this: 
«Sea Of Love" with AI Pacino and EJJen Barkin, managed 
to borrow key scenes from three different movies; "Fatal 
Attraction," "Jagged Edge," and "9 l(l W eelcs," minus the 
excellent plot development. I suppose this would not be 
a problem if I were a recent immigrant to this country and 
had not seen any American films in the past three years. 
But unfortunctly, anyone who has seen any major cop-
lovet~bsession-killer-stalker-flickrecentlywouldbeview­
ing a rerun. 
Pacino won't win an oscar for this one. He relies 100 
much on old cop leads and doesn't realize that it's time 10 
play a "real" human being. Cliche after cliche, Pacino's 
trite acting only adds 10 this banal production. 
"SeaOfLove"isafilm that would be a good venture if 
one were bored on a Saturday afternoon. But do yourself 
afavor,do not pay full price for this flashback to the not so 
distant past. 
Upcoming Theatre Productions 
The extended production of ·vampire 
Lesbians of Sodom • will be showing at 
the Cleveland Public theatre on 
October 5, 6, and 7 at 8 pm. 
The directing was adequate. I have 10 admit that there 
were flashes of ingenuity in this movie. The pre-love 
scene with Ellen Barkin is quite humorous. But scenes 
like Lhis cannot hold a movie that dwindles any original-
ity on movies past 
Anotheraspcctof the movie which made itlong and dry 
was the fact that it strayed too much. From a chase scene 
to a love scene; from a shoe store to a restaurant This 
movie aimed, fired and missed its mark. The whole point 
wasacopfalling inlovewithapossiblemurderer,and"Sea 
If there were one piece of advice that I could give 10 
the potential viewer concerning the ending to Lhis piece 
of cinematic disgrace, it would be: spare yourself and 
leave before you see it. The aftenaste that is left in the 
movie-goer's palate is a cross between stale saltines and 
warm water. 
Also at the Cleveland Public Theatre 
will be "The Hunnybunnies· on October 
27 and 28 at 8 pm. 
The saddest part about this whole debacle was that 
early reviews made it seem entertaining. Not only did I 
On October 10-15, StewartCopeland·s 
"Holy Blood and Crescent Moon· will 
be performed at The State theatre. 
·we Too Are One· is another sweet dream 
by Phil Budnick 
Asst. Entertainment EdHor 
"We Too Are One" is the latest 
album from The Eurythmics. The 
Engll h duo, romprised or guitar-
ist, Dave Stewart, and vocalist, 
Ann Lennox, have quite an album 
of substance. "We Too Arc One" 
is an album you can really feel, 
almost something you can sink 
your teeth into. 
The Eurythmics have gone 
through some changes since their 
last album, "Savage," in 1987. For 
one, Annie Lennox is now known 
as Ann Lennox, and The Euryth-
mics have a new record label, 
Arista. However, the new record 
label has not in any way disturbed 
their music malcing, if anything, it 
has given them more freedom, and 
let them be even more creative. 
Lennox's voice has never sounded 
better; it is so smooth that the 
music actuaHy en~nces her voice. 
On songs Ji..lce "Revival," and 
"Baby's Gonna Cry," the soulful-
ness and sheer power of her voice 
is exemplified. Whereas, on other 
songs, like" Angel," and especially 
on "Sylvia," Lennox's voice is so 
graceful and elegant it's hard to 
believe Lhis is the same voice that 
belted out such songs as, "Would 
I Lie To You," and "I Need A 
Man." 
"We Too Are One" is so di-
ve!¥ an_d so refreshing 10 hear 1 
The Collage Conaortlum for International 
Studiaa 11 compoaed of 170 Amencan Colleges 
and Unlverauies About UOO students partlci· 
patad In CCIS program a in 1 gaa.a9. 
STUDY IN IRELAND 
Spring 1990 
St. Petrick's College 
Maynooth, Ireland 
• Liberal Arts Program 
• 30 Student Maximum 
• 3 0 G.P.A. Required 
University of Limerick 
LlmeJick. h'ef&lld 
• Business Program Option 
• International Student Village 
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required 
~N3ca.LEGES 
Keene State College, NH 
Mohegan Community College 
Dr. William Spofford 
Study Abroad 
308 Warner Hall 
University of Wisconsrn 
Platteville, WI 53818 
(608) 3•2-1726 
Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden, 
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France. Cyprus, 
Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia. China 
that it is truly a treat for the ears. 
Your ears will be in a state of rev-
erence throughout the entire Hs-
tening experience of this album. 
Nothing on "We Too Are One" is 
done in excess; there is no repeti-
t;veness. Thi• album, as well lis 
other Eurythmics albums, is quite 
distinctive from the rest. "We 
Too are One," has a flavor of soul, 
also an added touch of grace. 
The one good aspect of listen-
ing to a Eurythmics album is that 
you never know what quite to 
expect from one song to the next. 
On the new album, songs like, 
"Sylvia" carry the listener away to 
"NeverLand."whileon "You Hurt 
Me (And I Hate You)," it feels as 
if you are traveling down the river 
Styx: "You gave me nothing but 
regrets/Don't think it's over/It's 
not over yet." 
The Eurythmics brought us into 
the 1980's with "Sweet Dreams 
(Are Made Of This)," and they'll 
be bringing us into tfte 1990's 
with, "We Too Are One." In a 
decade where practically every 
other song is a remake, and every-
thingfrom20yearsago iscoming 
"back m,"it 'smce to see and hear 
something new and original for a 
change. 
Dave Stewart and Ann Lennox of the Eurythmics 
No sunshine found in 'Shadows· 
by Dominic Conti 
Entertainment Editor 
- ------------------
,ne play "Shadows," was just 
recently shown on the Kulas 
Auditorium stage this past Friday. 
Saturday, and Sunday. The play 
has also been shown at The Jewish 
Community Center and at the Near 
West Side Community Theatre. 
To be honest, "Shadows" was 
ratheronthedismalside. Somuch 
so, in fact, that I am unable, as 
someone who is undoubtedly and 
indubitably for eliminating the 
pHght(s) of the homeless would 
be wont todo,to urge the potential 
viewer to go see this work. It's 
just not very well done. 
First of all, the acting, for the 
most part seemed somewhat 
forced and artificial. This was an 
especially big surprise after read-
ing the stats of the various cast 
members, which, ironically, were 
quite impressive. The actors 
seemed 10 be trying much too hard. 
Instead of becoming their charac-
ters, they tended 10 "act" as they 
felt their characters would act. In 
short, they were too aware that 
they were acting. 
It was the script, as well as the 
overall structure of Lhis play. that 
really brought this production 
down, however. It was all too 
often that I was made to cringe at 
the overly intensified lines that 
they recited. The majority of the 
lines, even entire scenes, were in-
credibly sentimental or melodra-
matic. It was just too much. 
On the good side, there were 
actors such as Michael Regnier, 
who played Dave, the schizo-
phrenic bum. Alsowt>rthyofnote 
were Ann LeVert, who played 
Lucy,abaglady,andSalimAbdal-
majid, who portrayed Pete, a 
worker at Father Ivan's Mission. 
There is no questioning lhe 
veracity, or the seriousness of the 
homeless situation. lt was readily 
apparent that each and every per-
son involved in this play cares 
very deeply for the issue that they 
are trying to remedy and auempted 
to put forth their very best effort to 
make this play a success. And the 
play did mean something to me, 
whether I liked it or not. 
"Shadows" attempted to do all 
the right things, but feU short. It 
was a mediocre play with a very 
good message. 
Let's hope the message gets 
heard by all and is taken promptly 
to heart. 
J 
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A glimpse at the ·backstage world. 
by Katherine King 
To music fans everywhere, the 
words "backstage pass" trigger 
fantasies of intimate meetings 
with worshipped stars. The dark-
ened wings just visible beyond the 
play of brilliant light are other di-
mensions of rock and roll mys-
tique. Yet. imagination delights 
in extremes: stage shows don't 
just happen when the lights go up. 
A look at the hard work that goes 
on behind the scenes may detract 
from the seemingly effortless 
spectacle on stage. 
For those who want to satisfy 
their curiosity, getting backstage 
is not easy. There are basically 
two types of backstage passes. 
Working passes, or all access 
passes, are issued to show person-
nel and management who "must" 
be backstage. 
Guest passes are obtainable 
mainly through the personal staff 
of the performer or through a 
contest. There is hardly a radio 
station in Cleveland that has not 
sponsored such contests. Steve 
Legerski, promotions director at 
WNCX said that the winners of 
WNCX contests are assured of 
Facw • I 
bv Jennifer Mglvar 
Fall is here and designers are 
trying to create that "chic" look 
that will make the most signifi-
cant impact upon the fashion world 
for the fall season of 1989. There 
are quite a few styles to choose 
from when shopping this season, 
but there are definitely some fall 
trends that women and men should 
look for. 
When flipping through the 
pages of fall fash ion magazines, 
you will have to agree that the 
fashion motto for the fall season 
should be, "it'sajungleout there!" 
Zebra and leopard prints are glid-
ing down the fashion runways in 
Milan, Paris, Rome, and New 
York. These prints have been the 
main focal point for many fall 
designers. You can see these ani-
malistic prints stalking the streets, 
disguised as skins, pants, jackets, 
gloves, and even handbags! 
For thoseofyouwhoareinter-
ested in the softer, more sedate 
and somber side of fashion. there 
are plenty of styles for you to 
choose from, too. Paisley prints 
adorn everything from men's ties 
to a pair of women's silk pajama 
bottoms. Navajo prints are a big 
look this fall when paired with 
faded jeans and ethnic looking 
jewelry. Besides prints, solid 
colors are also a very big fashion 
meeting the performers. Exciting 
as this may seem, he noted that a 
concen is not exactly the best time 
to approach one's idol for an auto-
graph. 
"Before the show they're usu-
ally thinking about their perform-
ance," Legerski said. "After-
wards, they're totally exhausted." 
Frank Roskowski at WMMS 
says that the awarding of guest 
passes depends largely on the in-
dividual performer and schedul-
ing. Some have been known to 
leave directly after fmishing the 
show. When a contest winner is 
awarded a guest pass, meetings 
with the star are very brief. 
Roskowski gave an example. 
"If a pass is won, the winner is 
escorted backstage with a record 
company representative," said 
Roskowski. "The band walks by, 
the winner shakes Bon Jovi' s hand 
and that's about it" 
Yet for many fans, a quick 
handshake or even a glimpse of 
their favorite rock act behind the 
scenes is cause for total elations. 
This is undoubtedly the reason for 
the crowds of fans who try to slip 
backstage sans pass at every con-
cen. Jim Downey, concertsdlrec-
trend. The most popular now are 
grey. green, bronze, and camel. 
These solid colors can be layered 
and arranged to create a big-city, 
polished, and monochromatic 
look. 
The basic rule for any young 
woman who wants to wear prints 
and patterns is to mix. Take a 
plaid shin of one color and mix it 
with a paisely jacket of another, 
complimentary color. It is basi-
cally a good idea to mix and match 
tops, but one should leave the bot-
toms a solid color, like black or 
grey. However, vinually every 
pattern can be mixed. Imagine 
this: a Navajo print coupled with 
a pony print dress--what a state-
ment! 
One of the major accessories 
that many people tend to overlook 
are belts. A belt is necessary to 
"pull" a total outfit together. For 
the daytime, cowboy belts, ani-
mal print belts and suede belts 
with jewelry-like buckles can be 
seen adorning waists. Using belts 
is a quick, inexpensive way to up-
date wardrobes. One of the best 
belts to invest in is a silver-stud-
ded western belt, which is an in-
stant trendy update when worn 
with jeans. 
When we speak of fashion, 
most of us think only of women's 
fashion, but. men's fashion is also 
a major jssue forJaU. A.popuJar . 
tor at Blossom Mus1c Center, be-
lieves that these people might be a 
bit disappointed if they managed 
to succeed. In a brief telephone 
interview, he stressed that "the 
backstage area is a working envi-
ronment, not a social one." 
When asked what the average 
person is confront.ed with when 
journeying backstage, Downey 
replied, "what looks like mass 
confusion." In actuality, each 
worker knows exactly what to do 
and where to be. From assembly 
to re-loading, every conccn is 
planned to run like clockwork. 
With approximately sixty 
workers, it takes about ten hours 
to set up a show. For a larger 
concen, assembly usually begins 
at 8 a.m. Performers arrive with 
an average of five trucks loaded 
withequipment,theirpersonal en-
tourages, and hired lighting and 
sound personnel. 
Mark Johnson, a JCU grad 
currently employed by Vincent 
Lighting Systems, has helped 
assemble shows in Cleveland and 
Philadelphia. He described the 
sceneofaconcenassembly as"an 
absolute train wreck." The amount 
of equipment to be loaded and 
f 
look for men consists of high-
waisted pants like Z. Cavaricci, 
whose pants are very fashionable 
this fall, and a shin buuoncd all 
the way up with an ornament 
adorning the collar. Vests are also 
making a comeback for men, and 
so are soft brown leather jackets 
and leather/jean jackets. Most of 
the men's clothes will be done in 
the basic black and brown 
eanhtones, with splashes of mus-
tard or purple to accent the total 
outfiL 
These are some of the essential 
trends and fashions for the fall 
season. Remember that fall fash-
ion encompasses the total look·-
not just the clothes matter, but ac-
cessories, hair, and makeup must 
accentuate the style. 
Upcoming Shows 
Grace Jones, Oct. 22 
at The Ritz. 
L.A. Guns, Oct. 31, at 
Music Hall. 
Bob Dylan, Nov. 2, at 
The State Theatre 
Jeff Beck, Nov. 14, at 
Music Hall. 
unloaded and set up is often phe-
nomenal. Groups like Genesis 
perform with three to four hundred 
"cans" or lighting units while 
smallerbandssuchasSimplyRed 
might have only one hundred. 
Sound equipment parallels light-
ing in bulk and setting-up time. 
It is imperative that the band, 
band crews, and house crews 
cooperateinassemblingtheshow. 
The house crew often does not get 
to mingle with the band. Until 
perfonnance time, group mem· 
bers are discouraged from coming 
on stage. As a friend of Mark's 
put it. "it doesn't matter who you 
are: things have to happen when 
they happen." Occasionally, 
tempers have flared on both sides 
when more inexperienced groups 
tried ro interfere with the set-up 
procedure. 
Coordination and discipline is 
required throughout the perform· 
ance and dismantling. Within 
approximately four hours, all 
equipment is dismantled and 
loaded back on the trucks. There 
is always a tight schedule to be 
followed. 
This is not to say that working 
backstage is all seriousness and 
hard labor. Most stage workers 
wouldn't trade their jobs for the 
world. Working with the per-
formers often brings about the un-
expected. Jim Downey was 
slightly exasperated when Rod 
S tewan requested eighteen soccer 
balls and founcen bagpipers for 
his last concen on a relatively 
shon notice. Mark Johnson re-
members a fellow crew member 
tongue-Lied by a t.easing Pat Bena-
tar who dropped by to inspect the 
set. One can never be entirely 
prepared for what occurs back-
stage. 
All that takes place behind the 
scenes at a concen has only been 
brietly outlined here. Everyone 
mvolved in putting together a 
production has the common goal 
of perfection. 
Attending aconcenis not only 
witnessing the accomplishment of 
a perfonner, but also theeffonsof 
almost one hundred people work· 
ing together. To venture back-
stage would offer visual proof of 
this, but also detract from the illu-
sory magic of the show. 
The creation of magic, after 
all, is what the stage is all about. 
;onr-ec••on: In U1 pt. · u of T lu roll 
News, concerning the W. W. Hupter's Hearsay, " 
the correct date for the next Rhythm Method show 
is October 10, at the Turkey Ridge Bar. 
TANNING X PACKAGE: 
6TANSFOR 
25 
Friday's is hiring? 
Where do I go? 
We'll tell you in a second. first. you should know that 
we're opening a new restaurant in Cleveland and at the 
Rats and we're looking '>r people to mamtain our reputation 
for excellence m the restaurant industly. 
We're offerin~ ~reat pay and excellent benefits to full- and 
part-time pos•hons in all areas of our restaurant. 
Come join the fun' Interviews will be held 9:00am-7:00pm 
Monday through Saturday at the Holiday Inn La~eside: Ji l l 
Lakeside Avenue, (216) 241-7 137 for free parking, bnng 10 
your ticket for validation. EOE. 
10,000 Maniacs, Nov. 
24~ at PubliC? H9ll~ L b :J .{ 1 
~ 
oJ 
-,.. ...... ,!u; 'Jilntrul(.: : .. id i!Jru');IC c , 
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LaGuardia shares interest in English with JCU 
by Margie Don.lels "Iwaslikemanyoflhes~dems classroom to inspire students as English), LaGuardialooksbackat 
Asst. Profiles Editor today, r. was not sure. satd he had been years before. John Carroll and his past with 
Dr. LaGuardia is a perfect LaGuardia. " When you stand in front of a satisfaction. 
example of a successful product He joined an influx of students classroom, you begin to reach " I realize now what exc ites me 
ofaJohnCarrolleducation. As he who began the ir coll ege people who youmightneverhave about the study of English is the 
sits with his hands thoughtfully experience desiring to major 10 thought could be reached. It 's factlhat so many disciplines are 
folded in his lamplit office, he Pre-Law, something LaGuardia what makes teaching work ," said represented, suc h as psychology, 
enjoys talking about what he has knew nothing about LaGuardia philosophy,historyandliterature," 
accomplished and the school that An interest in English was ln 1983, Brown University. in said LaGuardia. 
he lped him accomplish it . sparked in LaGuardia and he Rhodelsland,honoredLaGuardia Today LaGuardia is the 
LaGuardia attended John became greatly inspired by his by publishing his first book, c hairman of the Englis h 
Carrollinthel%()'swhenMwphy English teachers. "Advance on Chaos". It is an department. As a professor of 
Hall was no~ yet in existence Upon graduating from John interpretationofthepoetrywritten American literature, he teaches 
(becauseJohnCarrollwasamen's Carroll with a B.A. in English, by Wallace Stevens. classes in American Fiction and 
college) and racelli and Dolan LaGuardia began a Graduate a "In the 2 1st century, Stevens occasional seminars on Faul.lcner 
Halls had a Jesuit priest doing Assistantship teaching college graduate with a masters degree will be one of the very important and Hemingway. 
" lights-out" c hecks at midnight students while pursuing his could easily fmd a job at a small poets", said LaGuardia. As LaGuardia continues his 
"I've seen a lot of changes at master's degree in English. college," said LaGuardia Brown University further yearsatJohnCarroll,hecontinues 
Carroll and mostlytheyhavebeen He received a doctorate in Mid way through his first year honored LaGuardia by awarding toshare hisgiftand knowledgeof 
good ones", said LaGuardia. E ng lish from Kent State of teaching college English, him the"FirstBookPrizeAward". English while inspiring stlldents 
At this point, LaGuardia University and was offered his LaGuardia received an invitation After spending 25 years of his as he was here at John CarroiJ 
believed that he wanted 10 pursue flfStjobatSteubenville University from John Carroll asking hin to life at John Carroll (four receiving years before. 
a career in law. in Ohio. return, this time in front of a his undergraduate, 21 teaching 
Brown brings technical stage expertise to John Carroll theatre 
by Lara Brown 
Kenneth ~rown 's interest in 
theatre began at a young age with 
a fascination for movies, television 
and the general media. His formal 
learn1ng and own cunos1ty 
furthered his education in theatre 
and acting. Brown's first goal was 
to become a speech teacher . but it 
was the creauvc aspect that 
accompanies the backstage and 
technical work which led him to 
THANK YOU! 
where he is today. 
Although Brown has only 
directed twelve shows in theatre, 
he has acted in and worked on 
over two hundred plays. He sees 
himself primarily as the technical 
director and the suppon team fo r 
Harper McAdoo. who now directs 
and produces the plays here at 
John Carroll. 
Brown auended Eastern New 
MeJCico University where he 
received his undergraduate degree. 
THANK YOU! 
He continued his schooling by 
atttending the University of 
Arkansas where he received a 
masters degree, and the University 
of Missouri where he earned a 
masters in fi ne ans. 
Of all the plays he has worked 
on, whether technical, acting, or 
directmg, Brown finds that his 
favorites include "Mouseuap" and 
"OfMiccandMen",bolhofwhich 
he worked on while teaching at 
the University o f Missouri. 
THANK YOU! 
for your assistance with the Rolling Stones concert. Your efforts 
are much appreciated and a donation in your names has been 
made from Belkin Productions to our annual Dance Marathon 
which will benefit Rainbow Babies' and Children's Hospital. 
Noriko Ashlzowa 
David Betush 
Mike Bonavita 
Cheryl Brady 
Christine Brickman 
Heather Butter 
Donna Byrnes 
Megan Clifton 
Sandra Crapls 
Chris DeGasperis 
Colleen DeJong 
Tomomi Dezuc hl 
Undo Dodich 
Chris Drajem 
Megan Farrell 
Michael Finigan 
T1m Forrestal 
Susan Foster 
Greg Glerszal 
Usa Good 
Kara Hein 
Mary Hirsch 
Yumiko Horie 
JulietKemer 
Lauri Kransteuber 
Matt Krass 
Gina Krusinski 
Tamako Kurimoto 
Tom Larkin 
Christopher Lieberman 
Dean Lucente 
Julie Malley 
Bridget McGuiness 
Susie Montz 
Tim Murphy 
Takako Nakamura 
Tom Naughton 
M ichael Newman 
Sharon Niermann 
Sean O 'Toole 
Patrick Palleschi 
Marie Jo Pasquale 
Meg Pedrini 
Mimi Pentz 
I 
l 
Shannon Place 
Becky Powers 
Juliann Ratkowski 
Melissa Rettew 
Pat Revord 
Marcia Rinka 
Aimee Riordo n 
Patrick Ryder 
Darleen Scherer 
Debbie Semersky 
Loretta Sherman 
Tammie Shields 
Melod ie Smith 
Kelly Sweeney 
Undo Sweeney 
Junko Uc hida 
Melissa Vertes 
George Weaver 
Chris Wenzler 
Leslie Wylie 
RickZivsak 
Susan Zurkovski 
. 
Brown describes his work on 
past plays as "behind the scenes", 
stating that it is not talent which is 
emphatically necessary for the job, 
but merely time and creativity. 
"Theatre is a tough area for an 
actor or actress to break into 
withoutsomekindofexperience," 
said Brown. "Thus the work in the 
technical aspect of theaue is 
experience that can just as 
importantly affect and enhance a 
person's overall c haracter and 
knowledge of the theatre." 
Brown feels that people often 
look upon plays as something that 
just appear, with ou t any 
consideration to all the preparation 
that makes them possible. Brown 
compares this critical viewpoint 
of audience members to the play 
"The S hoemaker" where little 
elves work hard at night to finish 
the work of the old ti red 
shoemaker. 
People also believe this falsity 
when it comes to the creation of 
the des1gn, set, and sound of a 
play; they neglect to notice the 
amount of detail that goes into 
even the smallest pan. Even so, 
Brown accepts the applause at the 
end of a production as not only an 
acknowledgement of the actors 
and actresses, but also the whole 
c re w involved in backs tage 
activities. 
No matter how extensive and 
e laborate a play is, Brown 
contends that behind every 
theatrical event an even bigger 
production is going on backstage. 
Interview 
in suitable 
style. 
At Cncketeer fo r Her Factory 
Outlet you II save 50%. o n an 
JntCI'\'ICW SUll that retlelt-:. Cl 
sense of confidence for un 
Impeccable f1rst 1mprcs-.1on., 
Bring this ad 1n and 
re<:e1ve an extra 10% otl 
OPEN Wed I!-{> 
Thurs & Fn 11-8 
Sat 9-'5 Sun II S 
~~~ ~.~.~~:~:4 
4600 T1eueman Rd 941 -33 23 
1ust north oH 1-480 (Extt 13) 5 mmutes east of the atrport 
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Reichard works as intern under Vice President 
by Colleen Hughes 
Seen wa.lking across campus. 
he appears to be justa typical John 
Carroll studenL 
Butlastsummer,JohnReichard 
traded in h.is backpack and casual 
attire for a business suit and a 
briefcase while worJcing as an 
intern directly under the Vice 
President of the United States, 
Dan Quayle. 
Reichard, a junior economics 
major, was fonunate enough to 
obtain the internship through an 
independent program entitled the 
Fund for American Studies in 
association with Georgetown 
University. 
The program ran from June 9 
through July 22 of this past 
summer. The program consisted 
of taking classes at Georgetown, 
attending cite briefings around 
Washington, D.C., listening to 
guest lectures, and interning at 
the Wh.ite House. 
A typical day for Reichard 
consisted of auending 
classes at Georgetown in 
the morning, then taking a 
bus to the White House. 
His responsibilities at the 
White House included 
correspondence, 
answering letrets for the 
Vice President, and doing 
research on current events 
forQuayle 'seconomicand 
policy aides. 
"For example, if the 
Vice President was 
meeting with the NAACP, 
I would have 10 quickly and 
thoroughly gather information 
from the White House library on 
the happenings in the organization 
for the past six months," said 
Reichard. 
On certain days, Reichard 
would also listen to guest speakers 
and attend cite briefings given by 
various congressmen regarding 
major economic issues, such as 
the national debt, international 
trade, and taxes. 
Obtaining an internship was a 
complex process that proved well 
worth the efforts for Reichard. 
Describing his grades as 
average, Reichard applied merely 
out of his intense interest in 
economic and political systems. 
Once he filled out his application 
and sent h.is transcripts and 
recommendations, Reichard was 
able to list his preferences of work 
assignments. 
"I was lucky to receive my 
Adams chairs dance-a-than 
by laura Popoff 
Anyone willing to take on the 
responsibility of chairing a newly-
instituted dance-a-thon at John 
Carroll has to be quite a person. 
Senior Brian Adams is just that 
person. 
As chairperson of the dance-a-
thon, Adams is in charge of almost 
every aspect of the event. With 
his co-chairperson, sophomore 
Jennifer Ritter, Adams makes out 
the schedules, raises money, 
gathers donated prizes, decorates 
the gym, and performs numerous 
other background tasks. 
Adams also heads ten different 
committees that were set-up 
specifically for the dance-a-thon, 
includingpublicity, food. first-aid, 
and couples. 
"I would like to see everyone 
get involved because it's a great 
cause," said Adams. "With 
campus-wide participation, we can 
be better and bigger. as well as a 
greater success. I encourage 
everyone to go 10 it, stop by, and 
support il" 
This year the dance-a-thon has 
chosen to donate its proceeds to 
Rainbow Babies and Childrens 
Hospital of University Hospitals 
of Cleveland. It is the policy of 
this hospital that no child will be 
turned away for health care 
because they are poor. Money 
raised from the dance-a-thon will 
be used not only to defray medical 
expenses, abut also for research 
and expansion purposes. 
Last year's dance-a-thon, 
which wu held to benefit die 
Muscular Dystrophy Associatioo, 
raisedcloseto$13,000. Thisyear, 
Adams hopes for even greater 
success. 
"This time around, we're 
starting the dance-a-thon earlier," 
said Adams. "We are also going 
to seek larger donations from 
corporations. As for the dance 
itself, there will be fewer bands 
and more disc jockeys - -and there 
will be no aerobics in the 
morning." 
The dance-a-thon is slated for 
April 6 and 7. Running a total of 
26 hours, the event will start at 5 
p.m. and endat7 p.m. on Saturday. 
Adams became involved in the 
dance-a-thon upon its origination 
on campus by Lisa Heckman, 
Director of Student Activities. 
"I always wanted to get 
something like this here on 
campus," said Adams. "When 
Heckman had announced at a 
Student Union meeting that she 
was planning 10 bring a dance-a-
thon to Carroll, I told her that I 
would really like to become 
involved in putting it together." 
As busy as his chairperson 
duties make him, Adams is also 
involved in putting together Spring 
Break'90. Heisalsoamemberof 
LambdaAlphaTau,AlphaEpsilon 
Delta, and Alpha Sigma Nu. 
A chemistry/pre-med major 
fromBrunswick,Obio,Adamshas 
aspirations of becoming a 
physician, possibly a surgeon. He 
plans roemermedk:alldiool aft& 
completing his bachelor of science 
from Carroll in May, 1990. 
During the week, Adams works 
as a Jab teChnician for Tremco, a 
roofing com pany, and on 
weekends, he volunteers at 
Rainbow Babies and Childrens 
Hospital. 
"I like to do my best at 
everything I do, and I try to make 
people happy,?' Adams said. 
Adams, who describes himself 
as happy-go-lucky and a person 
who cares more about people than 
material objects, considers his 
determination 10 be his best 
feature. 
"If I am gung-ho about 
something, I get it done and give it 
my best. However. I can be 
impatient," said Adams. "I like to 
see changes fast, and if they're not 
happening as fast as 1 would like, 
I get frustrated," said Adams. 
Theyoungestofsevench.ildren, 
Adams believes that the thing he 
will miss the most about Carroll 
are the people. 
"The people I've come across 
are always really nice and easy 
going. It's the type of campus 
where you know everyone," said 
Adams. "The people here. and 1 
don'tjust mean the students, are 
always willing to help out, 
willing to sacrifJ.ce themselves 
for others who aren't as blessed 
as they are." 
assignment to work with 
Dan Quayle," said 
Reichard. 
Although he did not 
travel with the Vice 
President, Reichard saw 
him several times a week 
at the White House. On 
the last day of his 
internship, Reichard was 
able to sit and talk with 
Quayle over coffee. 
"The typical person has 
the wrong image of him," 
said Reichard of Quayle. 
"Re is portrayed as an idiot and 
be's not at all. In fact, he is very 
competent not only as a politician 
but also as a leader." 
Reichard believes Quayle has 
come a long way since being 
Bush's unknown running mate in 
the '89 election. 
"Quayle is beginning to be 
recognized by the people he works 
with as respectable," said 
Reichard," and although he may 
not be the most qualified man for 
the job, he is learning. 
The main thing Reichard 
learned during his stay in 
Washington, D.C. was 
surprisingly not aboul politics or 
the United States government, but 
the American people. 
"The way they are led around 
by the press is overwhelming," 
said Reichard. "Dan Quayle is a 
good guy and a good leader. The 
way the public is manipulated by 
the people in the press who do not 
like him is amazing." 
Reichard believes that the press 
focus is now changing from all the 
mistakes Quayle made to his 
competence as an adviser to the 
President, which is his main job. 
Reichard was impressed with 
witnessing how the government 
process works and how heavily 
the President and Vice President 
rely on their advisors to help make 
decisions. 
In the future, Reichard hopes 
to go into business and then he 
may venture into politics. Perhaps 
in a few decades, a John CarroU 
student will be interning for John 
Reichard in Washington. D.C. 
HTheytl Had Our 
Student BankPaK In College, 
They'd Know How To 
Balance A Budget. 
AI'Oid a budget cnsis while you ·rem coUege w1th th~ 
Amerurust Student BankPak. 
You get a \'!Sa card, checking and savmgs :u:coums. even 
an Asset" C"Md for 2'1 hour bankmg. 
It ·s a fuU curriculum in banking services Speci:illv 
designed 10 meet a students needs-and to gi1e you a handle 
on what real finanoal mdependence 1s all about 
Student BankPak. A new 
lesson m fL.c;cal responsibility. Stop In l_l to apply. or call (216) 737·3690 or 
1800-'l22·2'¥f2, x3690 Amerltrust. 
Service you can bank on. 
Arne• ttrusl Company Natoonal Assoclatooo Member FOIC 
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Schmalz-Jacobsen to visit John Carroll 
Cornelia Schmalz-Jacobsen, the General Secretary of 
West Gennany's Free Democratic Pany, will be visiting 
the John Carroll campus October 23-27 as pan of the 
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship program. 
During her visit, she will be visiting classes, meeting 
with students, and attending meetings as well as giving 
lectures. 
"We are very pleased and excited about her visiL." said 
Dr. JaciCJe Schmid!.. chairperson of the JCU Woodrow 
Wilson committee. "We shouJd aJso be very privileged 
because she is making a speciaJ trip just for John Carroll. 
In fact, this will be her only stop in America." 
SchmaJz-Jacobsen was born 54 years ago in Berlin, 
during the time that Hitler was coming to power. While 
growing up during World War II, her parents became 
involved in the Nazi resistance movement 
Upon her graduation from high school, she studied 
singing and speaking in such places as Berlin, Perugia, and 
Rome. 
Cornelia Scbmalz-Jacobsen 
sen will give a public lecture on Wednesday, Oct 25 in the 
Mackin Room. The topic will be "Recent lmm igration into 
West Germany and German/Russian relationships." 
F.Af. Note -In the October 19 issue of the Carroll News, 
there will be an extensive interview wllh Ms. Schmalz-
Jacobsen. This interview will give, in fn()re <Utail, high-
lights/rom her vpolilical career, as well as give insight inlo 
her views abowthe topics she will be discussing in class-
rooms and lectures. 
The following is a tentaive schedule for classes in which 
chmalz-Jacobsen will be attending: 
Stull (ML) Oct. 23 
0cL24 
Oct. 25 
Kosinski (HS) Oct. 23 
McBratney (EN) Oct. 24 
Martin {PS) Oct.24 
12:00 
8:00am 
9:00am 
ll:OOam 
6:30pm 
2:00 pm 
Her career as a journalist began in 1963, but in just five 
short years, following a move to Munich, she bagan a 
different career in politics by joining the PDP. 
In 197 1, she became an aJderwoman in Munich. In 
1972, she was district chainnan of Munich. She served as 
city vice chairman from 1978-82, and city chairman from 
1982-84. 
is one of ten members of the governing board of the FOP. 
The position is the link between the pany and the PDP 
group in parliament. The position aJso serves as the public 
representation of the party. 
Wirkus 
Harris 
(PL) Oct. 23 1:00pm 
(SC) Oct.26 !2:30pm 
In 1985, she became Senator for Youth and Family in 
Berlin. Four years lal.er, in October of 1988,she was chosen 
as General Secretary. 
According to Schmalz.. Jacobsen, the General Secretary 
During her stay, she will give taJ1cs to classes on such 
topics as "Youth and Family in Berlin," "Role of Women 
in Society,""Modern Germany," and "East and West Ger-
many- One or Two." 
In addition to her classroom activities, Schmalz-Jacob-
Long 
Bansch 
Flannery 
(SC) 0cL24 9:30 am 
(ML) Oct. 23 2:00 pm 
(CO) Oct.. 26 
-~!earning to ajdu par f the fun for= Deguehi 
One of the Japanese foreign exchange students talks about her experiences at John Carroll 
She's not so sure that her Eng-
lish is very good, but that has not 
stopped Tomomi Deguchi from 
enjoying her stay in America. 
The junior exchange student 
from Kasugai,Japan,acommuni-
cations major, is doing her best to 
fit in at John Carroll. Although 
she has found some difficulty 
aJong the way, she has survived 
quite well. 
"I live on the third floor of 
Pacelli, and the girls there have 
been very helpful," said Deguchi. 
"They look out for me." 
Many people may wonder how 
a Japanese student from Nanzan 
University arrives at a school on 
the east side of Cleveland, but 
there is a logical explanation. 
Deguchi came to John Carroll by 
way of a teacher recommenda-
tion. 
"I was told that John Carroll 
had a good program for exchange 
students," said Deguchi. "Also, I 
liked the size of the university. IL 
was not too big." 
Since her first days at John 
Carroll, Deguchi has been trying 
to balance school and social events 
while adjusting to her new sur-
roundings. So far, she has been 
successful. 
"I like my classes very much," 
said Deguchi. "I am most inter-
ested in my English class and my 
American Society class as well. 
These are classes with only other 
Japanese students in them. This 
way, we can aJl leam at our own 
paces without holding other stu-
dents back." 
Her sociaJ life has not been 
lacking, either. She has been to 
two concerts: Rick Astley and the 
Rolling Stones. 
As far as her adjustment to 
America, it has been eased with 
the presence of five other students 
from Nanzan at John Carroll. 
Letters which arrive everyday 
from her friends back home have 
also helped. Surprisingly, she's 
not homesick; it's best described 
as wanting certain things she had 
back home, like food. 
"I do miss my friends and 
family, but I really miss the food," 
said Deguchi. "There are not too 
many places in Cleveland which 
serve food that l am familiar with." 
The language barrier has not 
been much of a problem, either. 
Except for a few teacher-student 
interchanges, she has been able to 
follow most of what is being said. 
"English is compulsory begin-
ning in j unior high school in Ja-
pan, so I have been speaking and 
learning it for a long time," said 
Deguchi "It is much different 
having to speak it here, though." 
One of the main reasons she 
came to America was to brush up 
on her English, which would help 
her in her "dream" career. 
"I will probably work in a travel 
agency," said Deguchi, "but what 
I would really like to do is become 
an interpreter. I have to get better 
with my English before I can re-
aJJy do that" 
She will get some excellent 
career opportunities through her 
travels. Deguchi plans on going to 
Colorado during the Thanksgiv-
ing break, and is trying to decide 
where else to go over the Christ-
mas break. She is considering 
Vancouver, Washington D.C., and 
Boston, among other places. 
"I want to learn a lot, and I want 
to be able to have different ideas 
about things," said Deguchi. "I 
also want to meet people from aJl 
over. I hope that through my expe-
riences, I can expand my point of 
view." 
·Chris Wenzler 
INTRAMURAL UPDATE 
FLAG-FOOTBALLSTANDINGS 
MEN- UPPERCLASS 
DIVISION A 
La Camera J..l..O 
Weilaad 2-1..0 
Cantella 1-1·1 
Quirk 1·2·1 
Fleaer 0-4-0 
DIVISIONB DIVISJONC 
Bresnahan 4-0-0 Graham 4-0-0 
Pompili 4-0..0 Desidrio 3-1..0 
Tocco 2--2..0 Yanak 3·1-1 
Komos 1-3..0 Czerniak 1-2-1 
De Getter 04-0 Kovacs 1-3-1 
DIVISIOND 
Hahn 
Hays 
Renz 
Zuzek 
Kole 
4-0-0 
3·1-0 
2-2-0 
2-2-0 
1·3..0 
Marusic 0-4-0 
MEN· FRESHMAN 
Buck 2-0-0 
Vulku 2-0..0 
Koltas 2-1..0 
Weaver ()..2-0 
Bonek 0..3..0 
A Reminder: Racquetball and Ping-Pong registration ends October 10. Play begins October 16. 
WOMEN 
Win 2-0-1 
Mcinerney 1-1..0 
Heil O..l-1 
Lucente 0-3..0 
Volleyball aDd a&er Polo reJJistratioD ends Octobtr 11. Play begins October 17. Entry forms are available in the in tram ural office or the cafeteria table 
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Men's soccer team earns first two wins 
by Dove Co ldwell, Sports Reporter Jim Sturz.nickel rejuvenated lheJCU offense by scoring a goal each. The two goals equalled the team's total scoring 
output in their four previous games. 
Maslona noted that the offense generated at least six 
good scoring opportunities which it did not convert. 
One reason for the Streaks inconsistency on offense has 
been mjuries that have sidelined at least four starters for 
each of lhe last three contests. Freshman Mau Pelino, 
junior Tim Foerg, Sturznickel and Lardieare key contribu-
tors who have joined the ranks of the walkmg wounded. 
The men's soccer Leam fmally earned its fJISt two 
victories of the 1989 season, but some of its early season 
frustration continued in lhe form of injuries to key players. 
The two victories, 2-0 over Baldwin-Wallace on Sep-
tember26 and 5-0 over Marietta on September 30. came in 
impressive fashion. 
ln the win over Marietla, junior Mike Mangan got un-
tracked as he scored his first two goals of the season after 
leading the Streaks in scoring in both his freshman and 
sophomore campaigns. 
Goalkeeper Kirk Ahlfors recorded both shutouts, giv-
ing him three on the season and seven shutouts for his 
career. 
The five goal explosion temporarily relieved a frus-
tra1ed JCU offense, according to fJISt-year coach Mark 
Maslona 
The outstanding play of JCU's defense, including sen-
ior Brian Bishop and freshman Art Olivera, has pleased 
Maslona and kept the banged-up St.realcs competitive 
throughout the rigors of OAC play. 
Tuesday, lhe Blue Streaks dropped a 2-1 decision a1 
Hiram,leavingtheirrecordat2-4-l overalland2-2in0hlo 
Athletic Conference action. 
"The Marietla game really helped ourconfidenceoffen-
sively," Maslona said. "Unfortunately it didn't carry over 
lO the Hiram game." 
"Our fuUbacks have been outstanding," Maslona said. 
"They're keeping us in every game." 
Against Baldwin-W allace,junior Joe Lardie and senior 
In that game, Hiram scored twice in the early going, and 
the Streaks comeback fell short despite a goal by sopho-
more Pablo Ramirez. 
To be sure the Streaks will be tested by a schedule, 
slarting today against Allegheny, that will have them 
playing four times in the next week. 
STREAK'S GRIDIRON NOTEBOOK 
both of the teams' previous meet-
ings: 18-0 in 1931 and 20-6 in 
1933. Nothing like waiting a while 
before getting back together ... 
... Rastoka recorded 22 tackles 
againstMarietla,l Oof which were 
solo .... Otterbein mustered only 
84 yards of offense against B-W, 
including -21 yards rushing .... 
JCU leads the OAC in scoring 
defense, guving up a mere 10.8 
points per game. . .. Graeca has 
connected on 18 f.eld goals in just 
14 games as a Blue Strealc .... 
DeCarlo carries an impressive 17-
6 career record as JCU coach. 
by Scott Tennant, 
Stoff Reporter 
It wasn't pretty. 
In fact. it was almost ugly. But 
the only sw that counts is lhe one 
in the win column, and that suits 
John Carrolljust fineaftera 13-10 
Ohio Athletic Conference victory 
over host Marietta last Saturday. 
The Blue Streaks, 3-0 in lhe con-
ference and 5-0 overall, are tied 
for frrst in the OAC. 
Among the negatives for JCU 
were: 
. - A contusion above lhe left 
ankle of running back Steve Pre-
lock forced him to miss almost an 
entire quarter. 
- Marietla outgained the Blue 
Streaks, 334-263. 
-The Pioneers' Jamesie Cua 
rambled for 105 yards on 21 car-
ries. 
- The offense, stellar in the 
Blue Streaks' ftrst four games, 
was forced to rely on a big play by 
the defense (specifically line-
backer Dave Rastoka, who recov-
ered a Cua fumble in the fourth 
period) to get close enough to score 
the winning points. 
With JCU trailing 10-6early in 
the fourth period. Rastoka • s hero-
ics gave the Blue Streaks the ball 
at the Marietta 30-yard line. Six 
plays l.ater,Prelockbulled into the 
end zone from two yards out for 
the score. The senior led all rush-
ers with 114 yards on 21 carries. 
Kicker Steve Graeca booted 
field goals of 33 and 22 yards to 
account for the rest of the John 
Carroll offense. 
Marietta fell to 1-2 in the OAC 
and 2-2 overall. 
.... 
ANOTHER MILESTONE -
Prelock became the fifth rusher m 
Blue Streak bislory to reach lhe 
2,000-yard marie Prelock has 
2,102 yards on 433 career carries 
for a 4.9 average. His 31 touch-
downs leave him two shy of 
moving into third place on JCU's 
all-time TD list. 
••• 
HERE'S WHO'S NEXT -JCU 
will face Otterbein in its home-
coming game Saturday at Brush 
High School. The Cardinals were. 
crushed by Baldwin-Wallace 31-
0 last week, but are still2-1 in the 
OAC and 2-2 overall. 
The Otterbein defense has sur-
rendered only one passing touch-
down this season and ranks sec-
ond in the conference in pass de-
fense. The Blue Streaks will look 
to contain quarterbacks Darren 
Burkey and Pierre Deveaux, who 
PRIME RIB DINNER $12.95 
Valid Fri., Sat., & Sun. after 5pm 
SUNDAY BRUNCH $9.95 
1 0:30am to 2:30pm 
GO BLUE STREAKS!! 
Located in the Pavillion Mall on Chagrin Blvd. 
have combined for three lOuch-
downs and 252 yards in the air. 
TightendToddMeyershascougbt 
two touchdowns and leads the 
team in receptions with seven. 
"Like everyone who faces an 
undefeated team, they'll be com-
ing in sky high to knock us off," 
John Carroll coach Tony DeCarlo 
said .. With lhesting they got from 
Baldwin-Wallace last week, I'm 
sure they'll be fired up to rebound 
from that defeat" 
••• 
ONE MAN'S OPINION -
JCU's viclOry over Marietta dis-
pelled any doubts of its swus as 
an OAC powerhouse. I think the 
Blue Streaks have established 
themselves as the team to beat in 
the conference. Important match-
ups with Heidelberg and Bald-
win-Wallace later in the season 
will show that. 
*** 
* * .. 
tRE SBRIES -
STAT CORNER - JCU moved 
........-~~ iijtdli plilc6ltlp fiOAIIenlh) 
Streaks have beaten Otterbein in inthis week'sFootbai/News poll. 
.. .. 
AND FINALLY - So far, the 
award for best name for an oppos-
mg player goes to Jamcsie Cua. 
J amcsic '? Sounds mOfe \ike a brand 
1989 Ohio Athletic Conference Football Standings 
Conference Overall 
w l PCT. w l PCT. 
John carroll 3 0 1.000 5 0 1.000 
Mount Union 2 0 1.000 3 1 .750 
Otterbein 2 1 .667 2 2 .500 
Musklngum 2 1 .667 3 1 .750 
Botdwin-Wolloce 1 1 .500 1 3 .250 
Heidelberg 1 2 .333 2 2 .500 
Marietta 1 2 .333 2 2 .500 
Ohio Northern 0 2 .000 1 3 .250 
Copital 0 3 .000 1 3 .250 
- - -:-:=:::=. -- -_ -- - = ~ . . -~===---- -
Tan Thisl 
T.C. 's Tanglers 
John Carroll Student Special 
5 Tanning Visits $12.50 
Call for Appointment. 461 -9560 
and Tan This. 
ield Road l ndhurst, Ohio 44124 -
--. 
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Women's soccer team falls to Marietta 
by Julie Evans, Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll University Lady Streaks waged a 
tough battle against Marietta on Saturday but ended up 
losing 3-1. Marietta held a l-0 lead at halftime and scored 
again fifteen minutes into the second half. With only five 
minutes remaining in the match, sophomore Mary Woods 
scored the Lady Streaks' first and only goal. However, one 
minute later Marietta charged back down the field and 
scored once again making the final score 3-1. 
"In an attempt to tie up the game we pushed our players 
up and unfortunately for us Marietta countered," said head 
coach Les Szabo. "We wanted to take the game into 
overtime, but our strategy backfired." 
"It was a tough Joss, but we played really hard and gave 
it our all," said freshman Carolyn Ross. "We have a lot of 
talent and best of all we have a lot of fun playing together." 
The Lady Streaks maintained a record of 1-1 because 
the Baldwin-Wallace College match schelduled for Sept 
27 was cancelled. The Streaks played Walsh College yes-
terday and entered the game hoping to add another point to 
their win column. 
"While I would like to win, we are really at a disadvan-
tage because we haven't played as many matches as the 
other teams," said Szabo. "We're going to work really hard 
and I expect to see an improvement by the end of our next 
six games." 
JCU's approach to the new soccer program was rather 
laid back because this is the Streaks ftrst season competing 
in the Ohio Athlelic Conference. The Streaks view this 
year as mainly a building year. 
'We have a Jot of young talent and within the next few 
years we should provide the other teams in !he OAC with 
tough competition,'' said junior Suzanne Caryl. 
Coach Szabo is pleased with the women's performance 
and feels that the team is continually progressing. 
"1'm disappointed with the seaon so far, only because 
it's been a much slower pace than I would have liked,'' 
Szabo said. "We have too much time in between matches. 
We've modified the schedule and picked up a few games 
so the next few weeks should be more interesting." 
Carroll cross country team performs well 
at National Catholic Invitational Tourney 
by Michael R. Steinway, Assistant Sports Editor 
Despite competing against several upper division schools 
last Saturday at the National Catholic Invitational Tourna-
ment held at Notre Dame University, the John Carroll 
University men' sand women's cross country teams turned 
in some of their best performances. The Blue Streaks were 
able to compete well against the likes of teams from Notte 
Dame, Providence, and Boston College. 
Junior Mark Waner led the men's team by placing 40th 
out of over 150 runners. 
"I set a goal to finish in the top 40 and I finished exactly 
40th,'' Waner said. "Intimidation is a big factor in that race. 
It's a good experience for things to come, like regionals." 
Junior Bill Patterson also ran well for the men, finishing 
92nd. Overall, the men finished sixth of 11 teams in the 
college division (consisting of Division 11, lii and NAIA 
schools) and 16th of22 teams overall 
'The group is starting to be closer together,'' Waner 
said. "The gap between myself and the last guy is getting 
smaller." 
On the women's side, junior Heather Peltier finished 
42nd our of over 200 runners, and senior Mary Pusateri 
placed 63rd. Sue Guariglia also ran well for the Streaks. 
'The coach was happy with what we did," Guariglia 
said. "As a team we did really well." 
The women fmished seventh of 10 teams competing in 
the college division. They, as are the men, are looking 
forward 10 the Ohio Athletic Conference Championships 
at Heidelberg on Oct. 28. 
"We want to try to getclosertooneanother(timewise)," 
Guariglia said. "We want to all come in as a group." 
Other runners for the women included Jen Jackson, 
Maryrose FlaniganT and Julie Bode. Runners for the men 
were Jim Pigott, Pete Clarkson, Jim MacGillis, and Brian 
McGowan. 
Bothcrosscountrytearnshaveonemoretune-upatHei-
delberg this weekend before the OAC championships in 
three weeks. 
3988 Mayfield Rd. 
Comer of Mayfield & Warrensville Ctr 
No matter what your team does in JCU Men's & Ladie's 
the world series... • :]~ SocCe[ 
YOU can bat 1.000 1n the seat them 
SUBWAY SERIES. We Deliver! 
381-2424 
Lcte.Lcte.Lafe 
Hours! 
t Mon-Thurs 'til 2om (Delivery ~I 1) ) Fri-Sat 'til 4am (Delivery 'til 2) 
Sunday 'til 1 am 
(Delivery 'til l) 
All coupons accepted by drivers 
•••••••••••••• ~ $1 OFF ANY~ 
1 FOOTLONG SUB. 1 I 3988 _Mayfield Rd. ~8_1-.2424 I 
: 1$ i!] :I~· ~J!I:~ = 
w. 1 - .. iili--' 1 
t:v .... ir.a•· NEVER 
•• 
_;--
Feed 25 baseball fans for free. 
You can make the World Series a Subway 
Series. Enter the Subway World Series Party 
Contest and win enough party platter to 
feed 25! That's not all - you'll also win 25 
drinks and chips! Step right up and fill out an 
entry form. And have a ball this fall. 
! :~ I g ~1VM(I 
Oeodlne Oct 11.1989 [)owtrlg to held Oct 12.1989. Otnclc:i entJy bi<n<HMJiibleln slae. Nopuc::nc.. 
~- Ern! 01 ~ ~~m .. 01 yeo ••. Qle entJy pet Wrt, 
Muskiesl.~~ 
Lydia Cornell ~,. • 
Kara Bataglia : 
Carolyn Wlnterich Brian Bishop 
Kelly Krueger Tim Foerg 
Mary Pat Janowski Carl Helbling 
Colleen McKale Ric Costello 
Mary Kay Krugh Laszlo Harmat 
Beth Mulloy Jim Zalar 
Maureen Mulloy Pablo Ramirez 
Kacey Compisi Eric Graf 
Carolyn Ross Matt Pelino 
Anne Morgan Kevin Leigh 
Aimee Zlerolf Kevin Konen 
Mary Wood Joe Vitale 
Renata Stasa Jason Record 
Julie Roddy Mike Mangan 
Beth Collins Bryan Day 
Anna Sobotlncic Jim Sturznickel 
Kath Smolenski Jack Haas 
Crista! Doherty Ray Neary 
Christine Doherty Mark Bravo 
Christine Kaminsky Matt Scharte 
Suzanne Caryl Shelby Cash 
Mary Beth Fraser Art Olivera 
•••••••••• 
Kirk Ahifors 
Edmund Gal 
